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Item 9. Undertakings.
A. The Company hereby undertakes:
(1) To file, during any period in which offers or sales are being made, a post-effective amendment to this Registration
Statement:
(i) To include any prospectus required by Section 10(a)(3) of the Securities Act;
(ii) To reflect in the prospectus any facts or events arising after the effective date of this Registration Statement (or the
most recent post-effective amendment thereof) which, individually or in the aggregate, represent a fundamental change in the
information set forth in this Registration Statement. Notwithstanding the foregoing, any increase or decrease in volume of
securities offered (if the total dollar value of securities offered would not exceed that which was registered) and any deviation
from the low or high end of the estimated maximum offering range may be reflected in the form of prospectus filed with the
Commission pursuant to Rule 424(b) if, in the aggregate, the changes in volume and price represent no more than a 20% change
in the maximum aggregate offering price set forth in the “Calculation of Registration Fee” table in the effective registration
statement;
(iii) To include any material information with respect to the plan of distribution not previously disclosed in this
Registration Statement or any material change to such information in this Registration Statement;
Provided, however, that paragraphs (A)(1)(i) and (A)(1)(ii) shall not apply if the registration statement is on Form S-8, and the
information required to be included in a post-effective amendment by those paragraphs is contained in periodic reports filed with
or furnished to the Commission by the Company pursuant to Section 13 or Section 15(d) of the Exchange Act that are
incorporated by reference in this Registration Statement.
(2) That, for the purpose of determining any liability under the Securities Act, each such post-effective amendment shall
be deemed to be a new registration statement relating to the securities offered therein, and the offering of such securities at that
time shall be deemed to be the initial bona fide offering thereof.
(3) To remove from registration by means of a post-effective amendment any of the securities being registered which
remain unsold at the termination of the offering.
B. The undersigned Company hereby undertakes that, for purposes of determining any liability under the Securities Act,
each filing of the Company’s annual report pursuant to Section 13(a) or Section 15(d) of the Exchange Act (and, where
applicable, each filing of an employee benefit plan’s annual report pursuant to Section 15(d) of the Exchange Act) that is
incorporated by reference in this Registration Statement shall be deemed to be a new registration statement relating to the
securities offered herein, and the offering of such securities at that time shall be deemed to be the initial bona fide offering
thereof.
C. Insofar as indemnification for liabilities arising under the Securities Act may be permitted to directors, officers and
controlling persons of the Company pursuant to the foregoing provisions, or otherwise, the Company has been advised that in the
opinion of the Commission such indemnification is against public policy as expressed in the Securities Act and is, therefore,
unenforceable. In the event that a claim for indemnification against such liabilities (other than the payment by the Company of
expenses incurred or paid by a director, officer or controlling person of the Company in the successful defense of any action, suit
or proceeding) is asserted by such director, officer or controlling person in connection with the securities being registered, the
Company will, unless in the opinion of its counsel the matter has been settled by controlling precedent, submit to a court of
appropriate jurisdiction the question of whether such indemnification by it is against public policy as expressed in the Securities
Act and will be governed by the final adjudication of such issue.
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1.

PRELIMINARY

1.1

Definitions
In this constitution, the following definitions apply unless the context requires otherwise:
alternate director means a person appointed as an alternate director under this constitution and duly acting as a director;
approving resolution means a resolution passed in accordance with the company’s voting procedures, as set forth in this constitution;
B class share means a B class share in the capital of the company having the rights and restrictions set out in Schedule 1 and this constitution;
board means the board of directors for the time being of the company;
Business Day means a day (other than a Saturday, Sunday or public holiday) on which banks are generally open for normal business in Sydney,
Australia and any other day prescribed by the Listing Rules;
company means Iris Energy Limited ACN 629 842 799;
constitution means this constitution as varied, amended or replaced from time to time;
corporate representative means a person appointed in accordance with the Corporations Act to represent a member that is a body corporate at a
meeting of members or meetings of members generally;
Corporations Act means the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth) and any regulations or orders made under that statute;
director means a person appointed or elected to the position of a director of the company, and, where appropriate, an alternate director, and
directors means some or all of the directors acting as a board;
Exchange means any stock exchange nationally recognized in the United States of America (including the Nasdaq Stock Market and any of the
distinct tiers thereon), on which shares are listed;
executive director means a director appointed to hold an executive office under this constitution;
Listing Rules means the rules and regulations of any Exchange, each as amended or replaced from time to time, except to the extent of any
express written waiver given by the relevant market operator;
managing director means a director appointed as managing director under this constitution;
member means, in respect of a meeting of members or a class or members, a registered holder of shares or the relevant class of shares (as the case
may be) at the Record Time for that meeting;
ordinary share means an ordinary share in the capital of the company having the rights and restrictions set out in this constitution as it relate to
shares in the company generally (which, for the avoidance of doubt, excludes terms applicable only to a separate class of shares, such as the B
class share terms in Schedule 1);

Record Time means:
(a)

in relation to a meeting for which the board (or any other person calling the meeting) has determined in accordance with the Corporations
Act and the Listing Rules that shares are taken to be held for the purposes of the meeting by the persons registered as the holders of those
shares as at a specified time before the meeting, that time; and

(b)

in relation to any other meeting, the time determined by the chairperson of the meeting, and if no such determination is made, the time
that is 48 hours prior to the meeting;

Reference Rate means, in relation to any interest payable under the terms of this constitution:
(a)

the average bid rate displayed on Reuters Screen BBSY for a 3 month term at or about 10.30am on the first date on which interest
accrues; or

(b)

if for any reason there are no such rates displayed at that time, the average of the buying rates quoted by 3 Australian banks selected by
the directors for bills of exchange with a term equivalent to 3 months on the first date on which interest accrues;

Register means the register of members of the company kept under the Corporations Act and, where applicable, includes any branch register;
secretary means any person appointed by the directors to perform any of the duties of a secretary of the company and, if more than one person is
appointed, any one or more of such persons;
share means a share in the capital of the company, including ordinary shares and B class shares;
Shareholders’ Agreement means the Shareholders’ Agreement in relation to the company, dated 19 December 2019 and as amended from time to
time;
Transmission Event has the meaning given in rule 14.4; and
URL means the address that specifies where a particular file is available on the world wide web.
1.2

Replaceable rules do not apply
The replaceable rules contained in the Corporations Act are displaced by this constitution and do not apply to the company, except to the extent
they are repeated in this constitution.

1.3

References to expressions used in Corporations Act or Listing Rules
In this constitution, unless the contrary intention appears, any expression used in a rule that deals with the same subject matter as a provision of
the Corporations Act or the Listing Rules has the same meaning in that rule as the meaning that applies for the purposes of that provision of the
Corporations Act or the Listing Rules.

1.4

Other rules of interpretation
In this constitution:
(a)

a reference to a partly paid share is a reference to a share on which there is any amount unpaid and a reference to the amount unpaid on
any share includes the amount of the issue price which remains unpaid;
2

(b)

a reference to an uncertificated share, or to a share held in uncertificated form, is a reference to a share title which may be transferred and
registered by means of any system operated under the Corporations Act that permits title to securities to be transferred and registered
without a written instrument;

(c)

any reference to a person who is attending or participating in or present at a meeting includes a person whose attendance or participation
at that meeting is enabled by a facility or facilities (whether electronic or otherwise) and not only by way of a physical presence at a
meeting;

(d)

a reference to a member present at a general meeting is a reference to a member present in person or by proxy, power of attorney or
corporate representative or, except in relation to any rule that specifies a quorum or any rule prescribed by the board, a member who has
validly lodged a direct vote in relation to the general meeting under rule 10.6;

(e)

a reference, whether express or implied, to all or any part of a statute, rule, order, regulation, ordinance or other legislation (“legislation”)
in any jurisdiction includes:
(i)

that legislation as amended, extended or applied by or under any other legislation made before or after the date of adoption of
this constitution;

(ii)

any legislation which that legislation re-enacts with or without modification; and

(iii)

any subordinate legislation made before or after the date of adoption of this constitution under that legislation;

(f)

a reference, whether express or implied, to the Listing Rules includes any variation, consolidation or replacement of those rules and is to
be taken to be subject to any applicable waiver or exemption;

(g)

references to “persons” or “entities” include natural persons, bodies corporate, partnerships, governmental or local authorities, agencies,
trusts, associations and any other bodies or entities whether incorporated or not;

(h)

a reference to any agency or body, if that agency or body ceases to exist or is reconstituted, renamed or replaced or has its powers or
functions removed (“defunct body”), means the agency or body that performs most closely the functions of the defunct body;

(i)

references to individuals or natural persons include their estate and personal representatives;

(j)

a reference to a rule is a reference to a rule of this constitution;

(k)

a reference to writing includes any method of reproducing words in a visible form;

(l)

singular words include the plural and vice versa;

(m)

a word of any gender includes the corresponding words of any other gender;

(n)

if a word is defined, other grammatical forms of that word have a corresponding meaning;

(o)

general words must not be given a restrictive meaning by reason of the fact that they are followed by particular examples intended to be
embraced by the general words;
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1.5

(p)

the headings are used for convenience only and do not affect the interpretation of this constitution;

(q)

if something is to be or may be done on a day which is not a Business Day, then it must be done on the next Business Day;

(r)

the word “month” means calendar month and the word “year” means 12 months;

(s)

the words “in writing” include any communication sent by letter, facsimile transmission or email or any other form of communication
capable of being read by the recipient; and

Compliance with the Corporations Act
This constitution is subject to the Corporations Act and where there is any inconsistency between a clause of this constitution and the Corporation
Act which is not permissible under the Corporations Act, the Corporations Act prevails to the extent of the inconsistency.

1.6

Schedules
The schedules form part of this constitution and a reference to a schedule is a reference to a schedule to this constitution.

1.7

Relationship with previous constitutions
This constitution supersedes the constitution of the company in force immediately before the adoption of this constitution. Unless the contrary
intention appears, all persons, things, agreements and circumstances appointed, approved or created by or under the constitution of the company in
force before this constitution is adopted continue to have the same status, operation and effect after the adoption of this constitution.

1.8

Relationship with Shareholders’ Agreement
Subject to any applicable law, if there is a conflict or inconsistency between any provision of this constitution and any provision of the
Shareholders’ Agreement, the provisions of the Shareholders’ Agreement shall prevail.

1.9

Effect of the Listing Rules
While the company is listed on any Exchange, the following provisions apply:
(a)

notwithstanding anything contained in this constitution, if the Listing Rules prohibit an act being done, the act must not be done;

(b)

nothing contained in this constitution prevents an act being done that the Listing Rules require to be done;

(c)

if the Listing Rules require an act to be done or not to be done, authority is given for that act to be done or not to be done (as the case may
be);

(d)

if the Listing Rules require this constitution to contain a provision and it does not contain such a provision, this constitution is deemed to
contain that provision;
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1.10

(e)

if the Listing Rules require this constitution not to contain a provision and it contains such a provision, this constitution is deemed not to
contain that provision; and

(f)

if any provision of this constitution is or becomes inconsistent with the Listing Rules, this constitution is deemed not to contain that
provision to the extent of the inconsistency.

Enforceability
If any provision of this constitution is or becomes illegal, invalid or unenforceable in any jurisdiction then that illegality, invalidity or
unenforceability does not affect the legality, validity or enforceability in that jurisdiction of any other provision of this constitution or the legality,
validity or enforceability in any other jurisdiction of that provision or any other provision of this constitution.

1.11

Governing law and jurisdiction
This constitution is governed by the law applying in New South Wales and each member irrevocably submits to the non-exclusive jurisdiction of
the courts having jurisdiction in the state of New South Wales to settle any dispute arising out of or in connection with this constitution.

2.

POWERS AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE BOARD

2.1

Management of the business of the company
The business and affairs of the company are to be managed by or under the direction of the board, which may exercise all the powers of the
company and do all things that are not under the Corporations Act, Listing Rules or by this constitution required to be exercised by the company in
general meeting, including the powers of the company to borrow or raise money, to issue securities and debentures, to charge any business or
assets of the company or all or any of its uncalled capital and to give any other security for any debt, liability or obligation of the company or of
any other person.

2.2

Delegation by the board
The board may:
(a)

delegate any of its powers, authorities and discretions to a committee of the board consisting of one or more directors, to a director or to
any other person in each case to such extent, by such means (including by power of attorney) and on such terms and conditions as the
directors think fit;

(b)

authorise any person to whom powers, authorities and discretions are delegated under this rule 2.2 to further delegate some or all of those
powers, authorities and discretions; and

(c)

at any time revoke any delegation made under this rule 2.2 in whole or in part or vary its terms and conditions,

and the acceptance of a delegation of powers by a director may, if the board so resolves, be treated as an additional or special service performed by
the delegate for the purposes of rule 5.3.
2.3

Committees
A committee to which any powers, authorities and discretions have been delegated under rule 2.2 must exercise those powers, authorities and
discretions in accordance with the terms of the delegation and any other regulations that may be imposed by the board on that committee. The
proceedings of a committee of the board must be conducted in accordance with any regulations imposed by the board, and, subject to any such
regulations, to the rules of this constitution dealing with proceedings of the board.
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3.

PROCEEDINGS OF THE BOARD

3.1

Board meetings
The board may meet together to attend to business and adjourn and otherwise regulate its meetings as the directors think fit. A board meeting at
which a quorum is present is competent to exercise all powers, authorities and discretions for the time being vested in or exercisable by the board.

3.2

Convening board meetings
A director may at any time, and the secretary must on the written request of a director, convene a meeting of the board.

3.3

Notice of board meetings
Notice of a board meeting must specify the date, time and place of the board meeting. Reasonable notice must be given to each director, other than
a director on leave of absence approved by the board, and to each alternate director where the appointor has requested the company to provide
such notice, by any of the means specified in rule 22.5. A director or alternate director (other than a director on leave of absence approved by the
board) may waive the right to receive notice of any board meeting by giving notice to that effect to the company either before or within 7 days
after the board meeting has occurred.

3.4

Failure to give notice
A director or alternate director who attends any board meeting waives any objection that they may have to any failure to give notice of that
meeting. The accidental failure to give notice of a board meeting to, or the non-receipt of notice by, any person entitled to receive notice of that
meeting does not invalidate the proceedings at that meeting or any resolution passed at that meeting.

3.5

Conduct of board meetings
(a)

The board may conduct meetings if a sufficient number of directors required to constitute a quorum are able to participate in the business
of the meeting directly, by telephone or by any other means which enables each director:
(i)

to hear (or otherwise receive real time communications made by) each of the other directors participating in the meeting; and

(ii)

to address (or otherwise communicate in real time with) all of the other directors participating in the meeting simultaneously,

even if all of the directors are not physically present in the same place. A board meeting held in this manner is taken to be held at the
place where the chair of the meeting is physically present or at such other place where at least one director is physically present for the
duration of the meeting as the chair of the meeting may determine.
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3.6

(b)

A director taking part in this manner is to be taken to be present in person at the meeting and all directors participating in the meeting will
(unless there is a specific statement otherwise) be taken to have consented to the holding of the meeting by the relevant means of
communication.

(c)

If, before or during the meeting, any technical difficulty occurs where one or more directors cease to participate, the chair may adjourn
the meeting until the difficulty is remedied or may, where a quorum of directors remains present, continue with the meeting.

Director may participate and vote by proxy
A director may participate in and vote at a board meeting by proxy if the proxy is another director. The appointment of a proxy for a board
meeting must be in writing and must be signed by the director making the appointment. An appointment of a proxy may be general or for one or
more particular board meetings.

3.7

Quorum for board meeting
Except as otherwise determined by all directors acting unanimously, a quorum for a board meeting is 4 directors present and entitled to vote on
any resolution that may be proposed at that meeting. In determining whether a quorum is present, each individual participating as a director or as
an alternate director or proxy for another director is to be counted except that an individual participating in more than one capacity is to be counted
only once.

3.8

Chair and deputy chair of the board
The board may elect one of its number as chair of the board and may also determine the period for which the person elected as chair is to hold that
office. The board may also elect one of its number as deputy chair of the board and may determine the period for which the person elected as
deputy chair is to hold that office. The board may replace the chair or deputy chair at any time by electing another member of the board to that
office.

3.9

Chair of board meeting
If the board has elected one of its number as chair, that person is entitled to preside as chair at a board meeting. If a chair of the board has not been
elected or if the chair of the board is not present within 15 minutes after the time appointed for the holding of the board meeting or is unable or
unwilling to act for all or any part of the meeting then the chair for that board meeting (or for that part of that meeting) will be chosen from the
following persons, in order of precedence:

3.10

(a)

first, any person elected by the board as deputy chair of the board, if that person is present and willing and able to act as chair; and

(b)

second, any other director present chosen by a majority of the directors present, or, if only one other director is present, that director, if
that director is willing and able to act as chair.

How board resolutions are decided
A resolution of the board is passed if more votes are cast in favour of the resolution than against it by directors present and entitled to vote on the
resolution. If there is an equality of votes in favour and against any resolution at a board meeting and there are at least 2 directors present and
entitled to vote on the resolution, the chair of the meeting is not entitled to a casting vote.
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3.11

Voting rights of alternate directors and proxies
A person who is present at a meeting of directors as an alternate director or as a proxy for another director has one vote for each director who
would be entitled to vote if present at the meeting and for whom that person is an alternate director or proxy and, if that person is also a director,
has one vote as a director in that capacity.

3.12

Written resolutions
The board may pass a resolution without a meeting being held if:
(a)

notice in writing of the proposed resolution is given to each director, other than:
(i)

any director on leave of absence approved by the board; or

(ii)

any director who disqualifies himself or herself from considering the resolution in question and any director who would be
prohibited by the Corporations Act from voting on the resolution in question,

and to each alternate director, other than an alternate director appointed by a director referred to in rule 3.12(a)(ii), by any of the means
specified in rule 22.2;
(b)

all the directors (including each alternate director to whom notice of the resolution is required to be given under rule 3.12(a)) who would
have been required to pass the resolution under rule 3.10 (had such resolution been passed at a board meeting) assent to the resolution in
accordance with rule 3.13; and

(c)

the directors or alternate directors who assent to the resolution would have constituted a quorum at a board meeting held to consider that
resolution,

and the resolution is passed when the last of the directors required to pass the resolution under this rule 3.12 has assented to the document in
accordance with rule 3.13.
3.13

Assenting to a written resolution
For the purposes of rule 3.12 a director or alternate director assents to a resolution:

3.14

(a)

by signing a copy of a document containing the resolution and giving it to the company in accordance with rule 22.7; or

(b)

by giving the company in accordance with rule 22.7 a notice in writing addressed to the secretary or the chair of the board identifying the
resolution, its terms and the fact that the director or alternate director assents to it.

Validity of acts done by directors despite formal defect
All acts done at a meeting of, or by written resolution of, the board or a committee of the board, or by a person acting as a director or a member of
a committee of the board, are valid even if it is subsequently discovered that there was a defect in the appointment of any member of the board or
committee or of the person so acting, or that any such person was disqualified or not entitled to vote.
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4.

APPOINTMENT, RETIREMENT AND REMOVAL OF DIRECTORS

4.1

Number of directors
The minimum number of directors is 3. The maximum number of directors is 10 or such other number resolved by ordinary resolution of the
company in a general meeting from time to time, but that other number must not be less than the number of directors in office at the time of any
such ordinary resolution.

4.2

Board may act despite vacancy
The board may act despite any vacancy in the office of director but if the number of directors is below the minimum fixed by rule 4.1, the board
may act only for the purpose of filling vacancies to the extent necessary to bring the number of directors up to that minimum, to convene a general
meeting or in an emergency.

4.3

Appointment of directors by the board
The board may at any time appoint any person to be a director provided that the total number of directors does not exceed the maximum number
determined in accordance with rule 4.1.

4.4

Election of directors at general meeting
The company may by resolution at a general meeting elect or re-elect a person as a director provided that the total number of directors does not
exceed the maximum number determined in accordance with rule 4.1.

4.5

Director ceases to hold office
A director ceases to hold office as a director if the director:
(a)

resigns as a director by giving notice in writing to the company;

(b)

is removed from office by resolution under the Corporations Act;

(c)

is or becomes disqualified from being a director or from managing a corporation under the Corporations Act;

(d)

is not present personally or represented by an alternate director at meeting of the board for the longer of:
(i)

3 consecutive meetings of the board; and

(ii)

a continuous period of 6 months,

in each case without leave of absence from the board and a majority of directors have not, within 10 Business Days of having been given
notice by the secretary setting out the particulars of the absence, resolved that leave of absence be granted;
(e)

subject to rule 4.5(c), is convicted on indictment of an offence and the directors, within 1 month after that conviction, resolve to remove
the director from his or her the office of director;
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4.6

4.7

(f)

dies;

(g)

is or becomes of unsound mind or a person whose assets are liable to be dealt with in any way under the law relating to mental health
(and in each case as evidenced by a certificate from a qualified medical practitioner appointed by the board, with the relevant director
assessed pursuant to this rule 4.5(g) being conflicted and excluded from voting); or

(h)

is or becomes bankrupt or insolvent.

Alternate directors
(a)

Subject to the Corporations Act, a director may by notice in writing to the company appoint a person approved by a majority of the other
directors to be an alternate director for such period as the director thinks fit and may by notice in writing to the company terminate such
appointment at any time even if the period of appointment of the alternate director has not expired. An appointment, or the termination or
suspension of an appointment of an alternate director takes effect only when the company has received notice in writing of the
appointment, termination or suspension, except the appointment of an alternate director terminates automatically if the appointor ceases
to be a director.

(b)

An alternate director:
(i)

may, but need not, be a member or a director of the company;

(ii)

may act as alternate director to more than one director;

(iii)

is not to be taken into account in determining the minimum or maximum number of directors allowed;

(iv)

is entitled to notice of all board meetings and, if the appointor does not attend a board meeting, is entitled to participate and vote in
the appointor’s place;

(v)

may exercise all the powers of the appointor except the power to appoint an alternate director and, subject to the Corporations Act,
may perform all the duties of the appointor except to the extent that the appointor has exercised or performed them; and

(vi)

is, whilst acting as an alternate director, an officer of the company and not the agent of the appointor and is responsible to the
exclusion of the appointor for the alternate director’s own acts and defaults.

No share qualification
A director is not required to hold any shares in the company.

5.

PAYMENTS TO DIRECTORS

5.1

Directors’ fees
The board may decide the remuneration from the company to which each director is entitled for his or her services as a director provided that the
aggregate of such fees and benefits payable under this rule 5.1 and rule 5.6 to all non-executive directors of the company for their services as
directors do not in any financial year exceed the greater of $1,000,000 and the amount last determined by the company in general meeting for the
purposes of this rule 5.1. Any fees and benefits payable under this rule 5.1 and rule 5.6 are in addition to any remuneration or other benefit payable
or provided to a director under any other rule of this constitution and any such remuneration or other benefit does not form part of the director’s
fees for the purposes of this rule 5.1.
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5.2

Manner of payment of fees
Any fees paid to a director under rule 5.1 may be paid in cash or provided in any other manner agreed between the company and the relevant
director (including by way of contribution to a superannuation fund on behalf of the director) and, if any part of the fees of any director is to be
provided other than in cash, the board may determine the manner in which the non-cash component of the fees is to be valued.

5.3

Additional or special services
If a director at the request of the board performs additional or special services for the company, the company may pay or provide to that director
such additional remuneration or other benefits as the board determines having regard to the value to the company of the additional or special
services provided.

5.4

Expenses
A director (including an alternate director) is entitled to be reimbursed out of the funds of the company for such reasonable travelling,
accommodation and other expenses as the director may properly incur in travelling to, attending and returning from board meetings, meetings of a
committee of the board and general meetings of the company or otherwise in attending to the business of the company.

5.5

Retirement benefits
Subject to the Corporations Act and the Listing Rules, the company may pay an amount determined by the board to a former director, or the
personal representative of a director who dies in office, a retirement benefit in recognition of past services provided by the director and may enter
into a contract with a director providing for payment of such a benefit.

5.6

Superannuation and similar benefits
Subject to the Corporations Act and the Listing Rules, the board may establish or support, or assist in the establishment or support, of funds and
trusts to provide pension, retirement superannuation or similar payments or benefits to, or in respect of, a director or former director and grant
pensions and allowances to those persons or their dependants either by periodic payment or lump sum.

5.7

Incentive schemes
Subject to the Corporations Act and the Listing Rules, the company may establish and maintain any share, option or other incentive scheme for the
benefit of directors or in which directors are permitted to participate, and may grant to the directors benefits under any such scheme.

5.8

Remuneration and expenses of alternate directors
An alternate director is not entitled to receive any remuneration from the company but is entitled to such reasonable travelling, accommodation
and other expenses as the alternate director may properly incur in travelling to, attending and returning from board meetings or meetings of a
committee of the board at which the appointor is not present.
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6.

INTERESTS OF DIRECTORS

6.1

Disclosure of interests

6.2

(a)

Each director must disclose that director’s interests to the company in accordance with the Corporations Act.

(b)

The board may make regulations requiring the disclosure of interests that a director, and any person deemed by the board to be related to
or associated with the director, may have in any matter concerning the company or a related body corporate. Any regulations made under
this constitution bind all directors.

(c)

No act, transaction, agreement, instrument, resolution or other thing is invalid or voidable only because a person fails to comply with any
regulation made under rule 6.1(b).

Permitted interests
Subject to complying with rule 6.1, a director may, despite holding the office of director and despite the fiduciary obligations arising from that
office, do any of the following without any liability to account to the company or a related body corporate of the company for any direct or
indirect benefit accruing to the director and without affecting the validity of any contract or arrangement:
(a)

6.3

hold any office or position (except that of auditor) in any of the following:
(i)

the company;

(ii)

a related body corporate of the company; or

(iii)

any other company, body corporate, trust or entity promoted by the company or a related body corporate of the company or in
which the company or a related body corporate of the company has an interest of any kind;

(b)

enter into any contract or arrangement with any entity referred to in paragraphs (a)(i), (a)(ii) or (a)(iii) above;

(c)

participate in any association, institution, fund, trust or scheme for past or present employees or directors of the company or a related
body corporate of the company or persons dependent on or connected with them; or

(d)

act in a professional capacity (or be a member of a firm which acts in a professional capacity) for the company or a related body
corporate of the company, except as auditor.

Exercise of voting rights held by the company
(a)

The board may exercise the voting rights attaching to any shares held by the company in any other company or body corporate in any
way the board decides, including voting for:
(i)

any resolution appointing a director of the company as a director or other officer of that company or body corporate; and
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(ii)
(b)

6.4

the payment of remuneration to the directors or other officers of that company or body corporate.

A director may, if the law permits, vote for the exercise of the voting rights referred to in paragraph (a) above even though they are, or
may be about to be appointed, a director or other officer of that other company or body corporate and, in that capacity, may be interested
in the exercise of those voting rights.

Director with material personal interest
A director who has a material personal interest in a matter that is being considered at a board meeting must not be present while the matter is being
considered at the meeting or vote on that matter except where permitted by the Corporations Act.

6.5

Participation despite interest
Subject to rule 6.4, if a director has an interest in a matter then, despite that interest, the director:
(a)

may be counted in the quorum at the board meeting that considers matters relating to that interest and may participate in and vote on
matters relating to that interest; and

(b)

may sign or participate in the execution of any document relating to that matter by or on behalf of the company or a related body
corporate of the company.

7.

EXECUTIVE OFFICERS

7.1

Appointment of managing directors and executive directors

7.2

(a)

Subject to the rights of the holder of a B class share and any other rights or restrictions attached to other classes of shares, the board may
appoint one or more of the directors to the office of managing director or other executive office of the company for such period and on
such terms as the directors think fit and, subject to the terms of any employment or service contract between the relevant director and the
company, may revoke or terminate any appointment so made.

(b)

A managing director or other executive director so appointed may be referred to by any title that the directors think fit.

Powers of managing directors and executive directors
The board may confer on a managing director or an executive director such of the powers, authorities and discretions exercisable by the board as
the directors think fit (including the power to delegate such powers, authorities and discretions), on such terms and conditions and with such
restrictions as the directors think fit, and may withdraw, suspend or vary any of the powers, authorities or discretions conferred on a managing
director or an executive director.

7.3

Remuneration of managing directors and executive directors
The remuneration of a managing director or an executive director may be fixed by the board and may be by way of salary or commission,
participation in incentive schemes, bonuses or other participation in profits or all of these.
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7.4

Where managing director ceases to be a director
Subject to the terms of any employment or service contract between:
(a)

the managing director (or an affiliate) and the company or a related body corporate of the company; or

(b)

an executive director (or an affiliate) and the company or a related body corporate of the company,

a managing director or executive director (or affiliate), as the case may be, automatically ceases to hold that office if he or she ceases to be a
director.
7.5

Where managing director or executive director ceases to be an employee or contractor
Unless the board determines otherwise, a managing director or executive director appointed under rule 7.1 who is employed or contracted by the
company or a related body corporate of the company does not automatically cease to hold office as a director if that employment or service
contract is terminated for any reason.

7.6

Secretaries
The company must have at least one secretary who is to be appointed by the board. The board may appoint more than one secretary and may
appoint one or more assistant secretaries. A secretary or assistant secretary holds office on such terms and conditions and with such powers and
duties as the board decides and may be paid such remuneration as the board decides. The board may at any time terminate the appointment of a
secretary or assistant secretary.

7.7

Validity of acts done by executive officers
An act done by a person acting as an executive officer is not invalidated by:
(a)

a defect in the person’s appointment as an executive officer;

(b)

the person being disqualified from acting as an executive officer; or

(c)

the person having vacated office,

if the person did not know that circumstance when the act was done.
8.

CONVENING GENERAL MEETINGS

8.1

General meetings
(a)

The board may conduct general meetings in the manner that the board considers fit (including by also holding the meeting via an online
platform or other electronic facility used to facilitate a general meeting) provided that:
(i)

those entitled to do so to can participate in the meeting;

(ii)

any technology used to enable members to participate in the meeting is reasonably secure and provides reasonable measures for the
verification of members entitled to attend the meeting and for voting at the meeting; and
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(iii)

the conduct of the meeting reasonably facilitates the participation of members in the meeting, including but not limited to the
ability to ask questions and vote at the meeting.

For the purposes of this rule 8.1, the place of the general meeting will be the physical place where the chair of the meeting is located.
8.2

Annual general meetings
Annual general meetings of the company must be held in accordance with the Corporations Act and the Listing Rules.

8.3

Convening a general meeting
The board may convene and arrange for a general meeting of the company to be held whenever the directors think fit and must do so if required to
under the Corporations Act. No member may convene a general meeting except where permitted by the Corporations Act or the Listing Rules.

8.4

Length, form and content of notice
Notice of a general meeting must be given in accordance with the requirements of the Corporations Act and this constitution and otherwise in such
form and manner as the directors think fit. In calculating the number of days’ notice required to be given for any general meeting, both the day on
which the notice is given or taken to be given and the day of the meeting convened by it are to be disregarded.

8.5

Persons to whom notice must be given
Notice of a general meeting must be given to each person who, at the time that the notice is given, is a member registered in the Register, director
or auditor of the company or is entitled to attend and vote at the general meeting as a result of a Transmission Event, unless that person waives the
right to receive notice by written notice to the company, and while the company is listed on an Exchange, notice must be given to the Exchange
within the time limits prescribed by the Listing Rules.

8.6

Irregularities in giving notice
A person who attends any general meeting waives any objection that the person may have to any failure to give notice or any other irregularity in
the notice of that meeting unless that person objects to the holding of the meeting at the start of the meeting. The accidental failure to give notice
of a general meeting to, or the non-receipt of notice by, any person entitled to receive notice of that meeting does not invalidate the proceedings at
that meeting or any resolution passed at that meeting.

8.7

Change of place, postponement or cancellation before date of meeting
Subject to rule 8.8, the Corporations Act and the Listing Rules, the board may change the place or places for, postpone or cancel (or may change
the place or places for and postpone) a general meeting at any time before the date on which the meeting is due to be held by publishing in a daily
newspaper circulating in Australia, or subject to the Corporations Act and the Listing Rules, making available in any other manner as the board
thinks fit the following information:
(a)

the reason for the change of place or places, postponement or cancellation (or the change of place or places and postponement);
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8.8

(b)

if the place or places for the meeting is being changed, the new place or places for the holding of the meeting and, if the meeting is to be
held in two or more places, the technology that will be used to facilitate the holding of the meeting in that manner; and

(c)

if the meeting is being postponed, the new date and time for the holding of the meeting.

Consent required for postponement or cancellation
Neither rule 8.7 nor rule 9.6 permits the board to postpone or cancel a meeting convened:
(a)

in accordance with the Corporations Act by members or by the board on the request of members; or

(b)

by a court,

unless those members or the court, as the case may be, has or have consented in writing to the postponement or cancellation.
8.9

Business at a general meeting
Unless the Corporations Act provides otherwise, the only business that may be transacted at a general meeting, including a postponed meeting, is
the business the general nature of which is specified in the original notice calling the meeting.

9.

PROCEEDINGS AT GENERAL MEETINGS

9.1

Admission to general meetings
(a)

The chair of a general meeting may take any action the chair considers appropriate for the proper and orderly conduct of the meeting and
the safety of persons attending the meeting including:
(i)

requesting any person who is not a member to attend the meeting and inviting any such person to speak at the meeting;

(ii)

refusing admission to, or requiring to leave and remain out of the meeting any person who:
(A)

is not entitled to attend the meeting under the Corporations Act or this constitution;

(B)

has an audio or visual recording or broadcasting device, a placard or banner or any rule that the chair considers
dangerous, offensive or liable to cause disruption;

(C)

refuses to comply with a request to turn off a mobile telephone, personal communication device or similar device;

(D)

refuses to produce or permit the inspection of any article, or the contents of any article in the person’s possession;

(E)

behaves, threatens to behave or who the chair considers may behave in a dangerous, offensive or disruptive way; or
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(F)

does not comply with the reasonable directions of the chair; or

(iii)

arranging for any persons attending the meeting who the chair considers cannot reasonably be accommodated in the place where
the meeting is to take place to attend or participate the meeting from a separate place using any technology that complies with
the requirements of this constitution; or

(iv)

if, before or during the meeting, any technical difficulty occurs and paragraph (a)(iii) above is not satisfied:
(A)

adjourning the meeting until the difficulty is remedied; or

(B)

continuing to hold the meeting in the main place (and any other place which is linked under rule 9.1(a)(iii)) and transact
business, and no member may object to the meeting continuing,

and may delegate any of the powers given by this rule 9.1 to any person. Nothing in this rule 9.1 limits the powers conferred on the chair
by law.
(b)

9.2

All persons seeking to attend or participate in a general meeting electronically shall be responsible for maintaining adequate facilities to
enable them to do so. Any inability of a person or persons to attend or participate in a general meeting electronically shall not invalidate
the proceedings of that meeting, provided a quorum is present in accordance with this constitution.

Requirement for a quorum
No item of business may be transacted at a general meeting except for the election of a chair and the adjournment of the meeting unless a quorum
is present when the meeting proceeds to consider it. If a quorum is present at the time when the first item of business is considered, a quorum is
taken to be present when the meeting proceeds to consider each subsequent item of business unless the chair of the meeting (on the chair’s own
motion or at the request of a member present) declares otherwise.

9.3

Number for a quorum
Subject to rule 9.5, a quorum is 2 members present (which must include each holder of a B class share from time to time, to the extent that such
holder is entitled to vote on one or more resolutions at the relevant meeting) and entitled to vote. In determining whether a quorum is present, each
individual attending as a corporate representative, proxy or attorney is to be counted, except that:
(a)

an individual attending in more than one capacity is to be counted only once; and

(b)

if a member has appointed more than one corporate representative, proxy or attorney, only one is to be counted.

Each person who is present at any place of the meeting, including those who attend it electronically, and who would be entitled to count towards
the quorum in accordance with this rule 9.3, shall be counted in the quorum for the meeting.
9.4

If quorum not present
If within 30 minutes after the time appointed for a general meeting a quorum is not present:
(a)

if the meeting was convened by a director or at the request of members, the meeting is dissolved; and
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(b)
9.5

in any other case, the meeting is adjourned to the same day in the next week and the same time and place, or to such other day, time and
place as the directors present at the meeting determine (and with similar or equivalent facilities for attendance and participation).

Quorum for adjourned meeting
At a meeting adjourned under rule 9.4(b), a quorum is 2 members present and entitled to vote and the provisions of rule 9.3 apply in determining
whether that quorum is present. If a quorum is not present within 30 minutes after the time appointed for the adjourned meeting, the meeting is
dissolved.

9.6

Postponement before start of meeting
(a)

(b)

9.7

Subject to rule 8.8, whether or not a quorum is present, the chair may postpone the meeting before it has started if, at the time and place
appointed for the meeting, the chair considers that:
(i)

there is not enough room for the number of members who wish to attend the meeting; or

(ii)

a postponement is necessary in light of the behaviour of persons present or for any other reason so that the business of the
meeting can be carried out in a proper and orderly manner.

A postponement under rule 9.6(a) will be to another time, which may be on the same day as the meeting, and may be to another place
(and the new time and place will be taken to be the time and place for the meeting as if specified in the original notice calling the
meeting).

Chair of general meeting
If the board has elected one of its number as chair of the board, that person is entitled to preside as chair at a general meeting. If a chair of the
board has not been elected or if the chair of the board is not present within 15 minutes after the time appointed for a general meeting or is unable
or unwilling to act as chair for all or any part of the meeting, then the chair of the meeting (or for that part of the meeting) will be chosen from the
following persons, in order of precedence:

9.8

(a)

first, any person elected by the board as deputy chair of the board, if that person is present and willing and able to act as chair;

(b)

second, any other director present chosen by a majority of the directors present, or if only one other director is present, that director, if
that director is willing and able to act as chair; and

(c)

third, a member present elected by a majority of the members at the meeting and who is willing and able to act as chair.

Acting chair of general meeting
A chair of a general meeting may, for any item of business or discrete part of the meeting, vacate the chair in favour of another person nominated
by the chair (“Acting Chair”). Where an instrument of proxy appoints the chair as proxy for part of the proceedings for which an Acting Chair
has been nominated, the instrument of proxy is taken to be in favour of the Acting Chair for the relevant part of the proceedings.
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9.9

Conduct of general meeting
Subject to the Corporations Act, the chair of a general meeting:
(a)

has charge of the general conduct of the meeting and the procedures to be adopted at the meeting;

(b)

may require the adoption of any procedure which is in the chair’s opinion necessary or desirable for proper and orderly debate or
discussion, including limiting the time for which members present may speak on any motion or item of business;

(c)

may terminate discussion or debate on any matter and may make rulings without putting any question to the vote whenever the chair
considers it necessary or desirable for the proper conduct of the meeting;

(d)

may adjourn any matter being considered or remaining to be considered by the meeting to a later time at the same meeting;

(e)

may require the adoption of any procedure which is in the chair’s opinion necessary or desirable for the proper and orderly casting or
recording of votes at the general meeting, including the appointment of scrutineers; and

(f)

may decide not to put to the meeting any resolution proposed in the notice convening the meeting (other than a resolution proposed by
members in accordance with section 249N of the Corporations Act or required by the Corporations Act to be put to the meeting),

and a decision by the chair under this rule 9.9 is final and conclusive.
9.10

Suspension of general meeting
The chair may at any time during the course of the meeting, for the purpose of allowing any poll to be taken or determined, suspend the
proceedings of the meeting for such period or periods as the chair decides without effecting an adjournment. No business may be transacted and
no discussion may take place during any suspension of proceedings unless the chair otherwise allows.

9.11

Amendments to resolutions
No amendment may be proposed to a resolution to be considered at a general meeting unless:
(a)

notice of the intention to move the amendment and a copy of the resolution as proposed to be amended are received at the registered
office of the company at least 72 hours before the time appointed for the holding of the meeting; or

(b)

the chair of the meeting in his or her absolute discretion decides that the amendment may properly be considered and voted on.

Nothing in this rule 9.11 nor the giving of any notice referred to in rule 9.11(a) prejudices the power of the chair of the meeting to rule any
proposed amendment unacceptable or out of order. Any ruling by the chair of the meeting in relation to a resolution or an amendment to a
resolution is final and conclusive.
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9.12

Adjournment of general meeting
The chair of a general meeting may at any time during the meeting adjourn the meeting to such day, time and place as the chair determines, but
only unfinished business is to be transacted at a meeting resumed after an adjournment. No person other than the chair of a general meeting may
adjourn the meeting and members are not entitled to direct that the chair adjourn any meeting or to vote on any motion to adjourn the meeting
unless the chair determines that a vote should be taken.

9.13

9.14

Business of adjourned meeting
(a)

All business conducted at a general meeting up to the time of any adjournment shall, subject to paragraph 9.13(b) below, be valid.

(b)

The chair of the meeting may specify that only the business conducted at a general meeting up to a point in time which is earlier than the
time of adjournment is valid if, in his opinion, to do so would be more appropriate.

Notice of adjourned meeting
If a general meeting is adjourned under rule 9.4(b) or rule 9.12, notice of the adjourned meeting must be given to the Exchange, but need not be
given to any other person other than as required by the Listing Rules.

9.15

Directors entitled to attend and speak at general meeting
The directors are entitled to attend and speak at a general meeting of the company.

10.

VOTING AT GENERAL MEETINGS

10.1

How resolutions are decided
Subject to the requirements of the Corporations Act, a resolution is taken to be carried if a majority of the votes cast on the resolution are in favour
of it. If there is an equality of votes on any proposed resolution of members, the chair of the meeting is entitled to a casting vote, in addition to any
votes to which the chair is entitled to cast as a member, corporate representative, proxy or attorney.

10.2

Method of voting
At a general meeting a resolution put to the vote of the meeting must be decided by poll (rather than on a show of hands), unless otherwise
determined by the board and approved by the holders of the B class shares (but subject to any right to demand a poll under rule 10.3, which will
override any decision to vote by show of hands). If determined to vote by show of hands, a declaration by the chair that a resolution has been
carried on a show of hands or carried unanimously, or by a particular majority, or lost, and an entry to that effect in the book containing the
minutes of the proceedings of the company, is conclusive evidence of the fact. Neither the chair nor the minutes need state, and it is not necessary
to prove, the number or proportion of the votes recorded in favour of or against the resolution.
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10.3

Demand for a poll
Other than as set out under rule 10.2, a poll may be demanded on any resolution by:
(a)

at least five members entitled to vote on the resolution;

(b)

members entitled to cast at least 5% of the votes that may be cast on the resolution on a poll (worked out as at the midnight before the
poll is demanded); or

(c)

the chair.

The demand for a poll does not affect the continuation of the meeting for the transaction of other business and may be withdrawn with the consent
of the chair of the meeting.
10.4

When a poll may be demanded
Other than as set out under rule 10.2, a poll may be demanded on a resolution:
(a)

before the show of hands on that resolution is taken;

(b)

before the result of the show of hands on that resolution is declared; or

(c)

immediately after the result of the show of hands on that resolution is declared.

A poll may not be demanded on any resolution concerning the election of a chair for a general meeting or unless the chair otherwise determines
the adjournment of a general meeting.
10.5

How a poll must be taken
In respect of each resolution to be decided by a poll:

10.6

(a)

if the resolution is for the adjournment of the meeting and provided that chair has determined that a vote on the adjournment of the
meeting should be taken in accordance with rule 9.12, the poll must be taken immediately and, subject to rule 10.5(c), in the manner that
the chair of the meeting directs;

(b)

in all other cases, the poll must be taken at the time and place and, subject to rule 10.5(c), in the manner that the chair of the meeting
directs;

(c)

votes which section 250BB(1) or 250BC of the Corporations Act require to be cast in a given way must be treated as cast in that way;

(d)

a person who has the right to cast two or more votes need not cast all those votes and may cast those votes in different ways; and

(e)

the result of the poll is a resolution of the meeting at which the poll was demanded.

Direct voting
Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in this constitution, the board may determine that a member who is entitled to attend and vote at a
general meeting may vote at that meeting without being present at that meeting by communicating the member’s voting intentions to the company
directly by post, fax, email or other electronic means approved by the board. If the board makes such a determination in respect of a general
meeting:
(a)

the board may also make rules about the manner in which a direct vote may be cast at that meeting, the circumstances in which a direct
vote is taken to be valid and any other matter relating to the exercise of direct votes at that meeting as the directors think fit and such
rules will have effect as if they were set out in this constitution; and
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(b)
10.7

any direct vote cast in accordance with those rules by a member entitled to vote at that meeting is taken to have been cast by that member
at that meeting.

Rights to vote
Subject to this constitution and to any rights or restrictions for the time being attached to any class or classes of shares:

10.8

(a)

on a show of hands, each member present has one vote except that if a person is entitled to vote in more than one capacity, that person is
only entitled to one vote;

(b)

on a poll, each member present in person or by proxy has one vote for each fully paid share held by the member at the Record Time and
the number of votes determined in accordance with rule 10.8 in respect of any partly paid shares held by the member at the Record Time;

(c)

on a poll, in addition to the voting rights set out in rule 10.7(b), each member who is a holder of a B class share present in person or by
proxy has fifteen (15) votes for each fully paid ordinary share held by the member (or its Affiliates) at the Record Time; and

(d)

where the board has determined other means for the casting and recording of votes by members on any resolution to be put to a general
meeting, every member having the right to vote on the resolution has one vote for each fully paid share held by the member at the Record
Time (other than in respect of a B class share which shall at all times carry fifteen (15) votes for each fully paid ordinary share held by
the holder of a B class share from time to time) and the number of votes determined in accordance with rule 10.8 in respect of any partly
paid shares held by the member at the Record Time.

Voting rights of holders of partly paid shares on a poll
Subject to this constitution and to any rights or restrictions for the time being attached to any class or classes of shares, on a poll:
(a)

in respect of any share that is not fully paid, a member is entitled to the fraction of one vote equal to the amount paid up on the share
divided by the total of all amounts paid and payable on the share;

(b)

for the purposes of rule 10.8(a) no amount credited as paid on a share without payment in money or other valuable consideration being
made to the company is taken to be paid up on the share and no amount paid on a share in advance of a call is taken to be paid up on the
share until the due date for payment of the call; and

(c)

the total number of votes that a member has in respect of all shares that are not fully paid is the aggregate of all fractions arising from the
application of rule 10.8(a) rounded down to the nearest whole number.
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10.9

Voting by joint holders
If a share is held jointly and more than one of the joint holders votes in respect of that share:

10.10

(a)

only the vote of the joint holder whose name appears first in the Register in respect of that share counts;

(b)

a proxy appointment is valid even if the proxy appointment is signed by only one of the joint holders; and

(c)

a proxy appointment signed by all joint holders will override a proxy that is signed by only some of the joint holders

Voting by member of unsound mind
If a member is of unsound mind or is a person whose assets are liable to be dealt with in any way under the law relating to mental health then any
person who properly has the management of the member’s estate may exercise the member’s rights in relation to a general meeting as if the person
were the member.

10.11

Voting by infant member
The parent or guardian of an infant member may vote at any general meeting on such evidence being produced of the relationship or of the
appointment of the guardian as the board may require and any vote so tendered by a parent or guardian of an infant member must be accepted to
the exclusion of the vote of the infant member.

10.12

Voting by persons entitled by transmission
A person entitled to a share as the result of a Transmission Event may vote at a general meeting in respect of that share as if the person were
registered as the holder of that share at the Record Time if at least 48 hours before the meeting the board determines that the person is entitled to
the share. Any vote exercised by the person so entitled must be accepted and the company must disregard any vote of the registered holder of
those shares.

10.13

Restrictions on voting rights
A member is not entitled to vote on a resolution at a general meeting:
(a)

in respect of any share on which a call is due and payable and has not been paid; or

(b)

if prevented from doing so by the Corporations Act, the Listing Rules or any rule of this constitution.

The company must disregard any vote purported to be cast on a resolution by a member or a corporate representative, proxy or attorney of a
member in breach of this rule 10.13.
10.14

Objection to voting qualification
An objection to the right of a person to attend or vote at a general meeting or adjourned general meeting must be:
(a)

raised before or immediately after the result of the vote is declared; and
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(b)

referred to the chair of the meeting, whose decision is final and binding on all members.

If any objection is raised to the right of a person to vote and the chair disallows the objection then the vote cast by that person is valid for all
purposes.
11.

REPRESENTATION OF MEMBERS AT GENERAL MEETINGS

11.1

How members may attend and vote
Subject to this constitution and the Listing Rules, each member entitled to vote at a general meeting may attend and vote at that general meeting:
(a)

in person or, where a member is a body corporate, by its corporate representative; or

(b)

by not more than 2 proxies or attorneys.

A corporate representative, proxy or attorney may, but need not, be a member of the company.
11.2

Corporate representatives
The chair of a meeting may request a person claiming to be a corporate representative to provide evidence satisfactory to the chair that they have
been validly appointed. If such evidence is not provided the chair may nevertheless permit that person to exercise the powers of a corporate
representative at that meeting but may make it a condition of the exercise of any voting rights by that person that the person produce such
evidence within a time after the conclusion of the meeting set by the chair. If the chair attaches such a condition to the exercise of any voting rights
then that condition may be waived by notice in writing to the relevant member at any time before the time specified by the chair.

11.3

Form of proxy appointments
The appointment of a proxy for a general meeting must be:

11.4

(a)

in the form approved by the board for the purposes of that meeting and sent or otherwise made available to members by or on behalf of
the company; or

(b)

in any other form which complies with the Corporations Act and the Listing Rules.

Signature or authentication of proxy appointments
The appointment of a proxy for a general meeting must be:
(a)

signed by the member making the appointment or a duly authorised agent of the member or, in the case of a member that is a body
corporate, executed by the member in accordance with the Corporations Act and Listing Rules, or signed by an officer or agent
authorised for that purpose; or

(b)

authenticated by the member in any manner approved by the board and specified in the notice convening that meeting or in any other
manner permitted by the Corporations Act and Listing Rules.
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11.5

Name of proxy not completed
If the name or office of the proxy in a proxy appointment has not been completed then the proxy appointed under that appointment is:

11.6

(a)

in the case of a proxy appointment in a form made available to members by or on behalf of the company, the person specified in that form
of proxy appointment as the proxy to be appointed if the member does not nominate a proxy, if any; or

(b)

in any other case, the chair of the meeting.

Time for receipt of proxy appointment
(a)

Subject to rule 11.7 and the Listing Rules, for the appointment of a proxy to be effective for a general meeting (or an adjourned or
postponed meeting as the case may be), the company must receive the proxy appointment, together with an original or certified copy of
any authority under which the appointment was signed, executed or authenticated, at least 48 hours before the time appointed for holding
the meeting (or such other period determined by the board).

(b)

A document referred to in this rule 11.6 is taken to be received by the company if it is received at:
(i)

an electronic address specified in the notice of general meeting; or

(ii)

any of the places or by any of the means specified in the Corporations Act,

for the receipt of proxy documents.
11.7

Incomplete proxy appointment
If a proxy appointment has been received by the company within the period specified in rule 11.6 and the board considers that the proxy
appointment has not been properly signed, executed or authenticated or is otherwise incomplete (other than by reason only that the name or office
of the proxy has not been completed), the board, in its discretion, may direct that the proxy appointment be returned to the member appointing the
proxy and may request that the member:
(a)

take such steps as the board requires to complete, sign, execute or authenticate the proxy appointment; and

(b)

return the proxy appointment as completed, signed, executed or authenticated in accordance with rule 11.7(a) to the company within the
time period notified to the member.

Without limiting any discretion of the chair, a proxy appointment which is received by the company in accordance with rule 11.7(b) is effective.
11.8

Attorneys
(a)

Unless otherwise determined by the board, an attorney may not attend a general meeting (or an adjourned or postponed meeting as the
case may be) or exercise any of the rights of the appointing member unless the company receives the copy of the power of attorney or
operative provisions of any contract which grant the power of attorney, together with any authority requested by the board under which
the power of attorney was signed or executed, at least 48 hours before the time appointed for holding the meeting.
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(b)
11.9

A document referred to in this rule 11.8 is taken to be received by the company if it is received by any of the means specified in this
constitution or the Corporations Act for the receipt of proxy documents.

Rights of corporate representatives, proxies and attorneys
Subject to rules 11.10 to 11.14, unless the terms of appointment of a corporate representative, proxy or attorney provide otherwise, the corporate
representative, proxy or attorney:
(a)

has the same rights to speak, demand a poll, join in demanding a poll or act generally at the meeting as the appointing member would
have had if the member had been present;

(b)

is taken to have the authority to vote on any amendment moved to the proposed resolutions, any motion that the proposed resolutions not
be put or any similar motion and any procedural resolution, including any resolution for the election of a chair or the adjournment of a
general meeting; and

(c)

may attend and vote at any postponed or adjourned meeting unless the appointing member gives the company notice in writing to the
contrary not less than 48 hours before the time to which the holding of the meeting has been postponed or adjourned.

This rule 11.9 applies even if the terms of appointment of a corporate representative, proxy or attorney refers to specific resolutions or to a specific
meeting to be held at a specific time.
11.10

Validity of votes cast by proxy or attorney
Subject to the Corporations Act, the Listing Rules and this constitution, a vote cast by a person as proxy or attorney at a general meeting is valid:

11.11

(a)

despite the transfer of the shares in respect of which the proxy or attorney is appointed if the transfer is not registered or given effect to
before the Record Time for that meeting;

(b)

despite the occurrence of a Transmission Event in respect of the member that appointed the proxy or attorney unless the board has
determined in accordance with rule 10.12 that a person other than the member appointing the proxy or attorney is entitled to the share;
and

(c)

despite the revocation of the appointment of the proxy or attorney or the authority under which a third party appointed the proxy or
attorney, unless the board determines otherwise.

No right to speak or vote if appointing member present
The appointment of a proxy or attorney is not revoked if the appointing member is present in person or by corporate representative at a general
meeting, but the proxy or attorney must not speak or vote at the meeting while the appointing member is present, and the appointing member will
retain the right to vote in lieu of the proxy or attorney.

11.12

Rights where 2 proxies or attorneys are appointed
Subject to the Listing Rules, where a member appoints 2 proxies or attorneys to vote at the same general meeting:
(a)

if the appointment does not specify the proportion or number of the member’s votes each proxy or attorney may exercise, each may
exercise half the member’s votes;
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11.13

(b)

if the appointment specifies different ways to vote on the resolution, the proxy must not vote on a show of hands; and

(c)

on a poll, each proxy or attorney may only exercise votes in respect of those shares or voting rights the proxy or attorney represents.

More than one corporate representative present
If more than one corporate representative appointed by a member (and in respect of whose appointment the company has not received notice of
revocation) is present at a general meeting then:

11.14

(a)

a corporate representative appointed for that particular meeting may act to the exclusion of a corporate representative whose appointment
is a standing appointment; and

(b)

subject to paragraph (a) above, the corporate representative appointed most recently in time may act to the exclusion of a corporate
representative appointed earlier.

More than two proxies or attorneys appointed
If the company receives notice of the appointment of a proxy or attorney in accordance with this constitution that results in more than 2 proxies or
attorneys being entitled to act at a general meeting then, in determining which proxies or attorneys may act at that meeting, the board will
determine which 2 attorneys or proxies may act at the general meeting.

11.15

Identity of person acting as corporate representative, proxy or attorney
(a)

The chair of a meeting may require a person acting as a corporate representative, proxy or attorney to establish to the chair’s satisfaction
that the person is the person duly appointed to act. If the person fails to do so, the chair may exclude the person from attending or voting
at the meeting or permit the person to exercise the powers of a corporate representative, proxy or attorney on the condition that, if
required by the company, they produce evidence of the appointment within the time set by the chair.

(b)

The chair may delegate the chair’s powers under this rule 11.14 to any person.

12.

SHARE CAPITAL

12.1

Power of board to issue shares
Subject to the Corporations Act, this constitution and any rights attaching to any class of shares, the board may issue, allot, grant options over or
otherwise deal with or dispose of any shares to such persons, at such times, on such terms and for such consideration, as the directors think fit.

12.2

Alteration of share capital
Subject to the Corporations Act, this constitution and any rights attaching to any class of shares, the company may exercise the powers conferred
by the Corporations Act to alter the company’s share capital including by:
(a)

reducing or buying back its share capital;
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(b)

sub-dividing or consolidating all or any of its share capital; or

(c)

converting or reclassifying shares from one class to another,

and the board may take such action as the directors think fit to give effect to any resolution altering the company’s share capital.
12.3

Fractions of shares
If as a result of any issue of shares or any alteration to the company’s share capital any members would become entitled to fractions of a share, the
board may deal with those fractions as the directors think fit, including by:

12.4

(a)

ignoring fractional entitlements or making cash payments in lieu of fractional entitlements;

(b)

rounding up each fractional entitlement to a whole share by capitalising any amount available for capitalisation under rule 16.3 (even
though not all members may participate in that capitalisation); or

(c)

appointing a trustee to aggregate and sell the shares representing those fractions and to distribute the net proceeds of sale among members
entitled to them.

Redeemable shares
Subject to the Corporations Act, the company may issue shares which are redeemable or liable to be redeemed at the option of the company or the
holder and the directors may determine the terms, conditions and manner of redemption of such shares.

12.5

Preference shares
Subject to rule 12.6, the company may issue preference shares and may convert or reclassify any other issued shares into preference shares,
including preference shares that are redeemable or convertible into ordinary shares, or may at the option of the company or the holder be redeemed
or converted into ordinary shares.

12.6

Rights attaching to preference shares
The company may not issue preference shares unless the rights attaching to those preference shares are as set out in Schedule 2 or have otherwise
been approved by members in accordance with the Corporations Act.

12.7

Variation of class rights
Whenever the share capital of the company is divided into different classes of shares:
(a)

all or any of the rights for the time being attached to any class of shares on issue may from time to time be varied in such manner as those
rights may provide or, if no such provision is made, with the approval of the board and either:
(i)

with the consent in writing of the holders of 75% of the issued shares of that class; or
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(ii)
(b)

12.8

with the authority of a special resolution passed at a separate meeting of the holders of those shares; and

unless the terms on which shares in that class were issued state otherwise, the provisions of this constitution relating to convening general
meetings of the company, proceedings at general meetings, voting at general meetings and representation at general meetings apply to
every separate meeting of the holders of a class of shares except that:
(i)

the quorum at any such meeting is 2 persons who hold shares of that class present in person, by corporate representative, by
proxy or by attorney;

(ii)

a poll may be demanded by any one holder of shares of the class, or, if there is only one holder of shares in that class, that person
present in person, by corporate representative, by proxy or by attorney; and

(iii)

on a poll, every holder of shares of the class has one vote in respect of every share of the class held by that holder.

Effect of share issue on class rights
The rights attached to any class of shares are not taken to be varied by the issue or creation of further shares ranking equally with them unless
expressly provided by the terms of issue of the shares of that class.

12.9

Calls on shares, liens on shares, forfeiture and surrender of shares
The provisions of Schedule 3, Schedule 4 and Schedule 5 apply.

12.10

Joint holders of shares
The company is not bound to register more than 3 persons as the joint holders of any share. Where 2 or more persons are registered as the holders
of a share, they hold it as joint tenants with rights of survivorship.

12.11

No recognition of third party interests
Except as required by law, the company may treat the registered holder of a share as the absolute owner of that share and:

12.12

(a)

is not required to recognise a person as holding any share on any trust, even if the company has notice of the trust; and

(b)

is not required to recognise, and is not bound by, any interest in or claim to any share, except for the registered holder’s absolute legal
ownership of the share, even if the company has notice of that interest or claim.

Certificates for shares
(a)

If the company participates in a computerised or electronic share transfer system conducted in accordance with the Listing Rules, the
company is not required to issue a certificate for the shares held by a holder and may cancel a certificate without issuing another
certificate where permitted to do so by the Listing Rules.
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(b)

If shares are not subject to a computerised or electronic share transfer system and the company is required by the Corporations Act to
issue certificates for any shares, or if the board otherwise determines to issue certificates for any shares, then the company:
(i)

must issue such certificates in accordance with the requirements of the Corporations Act and otherwise in such form as the
directors think fit;

(ii)

may cancel any certificates and replace lost, destroyed or damaged certificates in such manner as the directors think fit; and

(iii)

is only required to issue one certificate in respect of any shares jointly held.

13.

TRANSFER OF SHARES

13.1

Participation in computerised or electronic systems
The board may do anything it considers necessary or desirable and that is permitted under the Corporations Act and the Listing Rules to facilitate
the company’s participation in any computerised or electronic system established or recognised by the Corporations Act or the Listing Rules for
the purposes of facilitating dealings in shares.

13.2

Method of transfer
Subject to this constitution and the Listing Rules, a share in the company is transferable:
(a)

(b)
13.3

by means of a written instrument of transfer in any usual form or any other form approved by the board and permitted by law and which:
(i)

has been signed by or on behalf of both the transferor or transferee (unless the transfer relates only to fully paid shares and the
board has resolved that signature by the transferee is not required); or

(ii)

is a document that is, or is comprised of documents that together constitute, a sufficient transfer of that share under the
Corporations Act; or

by any other method of transfer permitted by the Corporations Act.

Written instrument of transfer
A written instrument of transfer used to transfer a share in accordance with rule 13.2 must be:
(a)

duly stamped if required by law;

(b)

left for registration at the company’s registered office or, if different, the place where the Register is kept; and

(c)

subject to the Listing Rules, accompanied by any information that the board properly requires to show the right of the transferor to make
the transfer and the proper execution of the transfer.
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13.4

13.5

Company to register transfers
(a)

Subject to the powers vested in the board by rules 13.5 and 13.6, if the company receives a transfer complying with rule 13.2 and, where
applicable, rule 13.3, the company must register the transferee as the holder of the shares to which the transfer relates.

(b)

The company (or the company’s securities registry) may put in place, and require compliance with, reasonable processes and procedures
in connection with determining the authenticity of an instrument of transfer, notwithstanding that this may prevent, delay or interfere with
the registration of the relevant instrument of transfer.

(c)

The board may, to the extent the law permits, waive any of the requirements of rule 13.2 or 13.3 and prescribe alternative requirements
instead, to give effect to rule 13.2 or for another purpose.

Obligation to refuse to register transfers
The board must refuse to register a transfer of shares if required to do so by:

13.6

(a)

the Corporations Act, the Listing Rules or any law; or

(b)

any provision of this constitution.

Power to refuse to register transfers
The board may refuse to register a transfer of shares if:

13.7

(a)

the company has a lien on any of the shares subject of the transfer;

(b)

registration of the transfer may breach the law applying in any state or territory of Australia or would be in breach of an order of any
court;

(c)

the transfer is not in registrable form; or

(d)

the company is otherwise permitted to do so under the Corporations Act, the Listing Rules, or the terms of issue of the shares.

Notice of refusal to register transfer
If the board refuses to register a transfer of shares it must give written notice of the refusal as required by the Corporations Act and the Listing
Rules. Failure to give such notice does not invalidate the decision of the board to refuse to register that transfer.

13.8

Suspension of registrations
The company may suspend registration of transfers of shares at the times and for the periods that the board determines provided that the period of
suspension must not exceed 30 days in aggregate in any calendar year.
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13.9

Effect of registration
Except as provided by any applicable law, a transferor of a share remains the holder of the share transferred until the transfer is registered and the
name of the transferee is entered in the Register in respect of the share.

13.10

No fee for registration of transfers
The company must not charge a fee for registering any transfer of shares.

13.11

Company to retain instrument of transfer
The company must retain every instrument of transfer which is registered for the period required by any applicable law.

13.12

Proportional takeover bids
The provisions of Schedule 6 apply.

14.

TRANSMISSION OF SHARES

14.1

Effect of statutory provisions
The provisions of this rule 14 have effect subject to the Corporations Act and to the Bankruptcy Act 1966 (Cth).

14.2

Transmission of shares on death
If a member dies, the only person or persons that the company will recognise as having any title to or interest in that member’s shares are:
(a)

if the member was a joint holder, the survivor; and

(b)

if the member was a sole or the only surviving holder, the personal representative of that member,

but nothing in this constitution releases the estate of a deceased member from any liability in respect of any share held by that member solely or
jointly.
14.3

Rights of personal representative
A personal representative entitled to shares by reason of rule 14.2(b) is, on giving to the board such information as the board requires to prove the
personal representative’s entitlement to the shares, entitled to the same rights as the deceased member whether or not registered as the holder of
the shares.

14.4

Election by persons entitled on transmission
Subject to rule 14.6, if a person becomes entitled to a share as a result of:
(a)

the death of a member;

(b)

the bankruptcy of a member;
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(c)

a member becoming of unsound mind or becoming a person whose assets are liable to be dealt with in any way under the law relating to
mental health;

(d)

a member that is a body corporate being dissolved or deregistered;

(e)

the succession of another body corporate to the assets and liabilities of a member that is a body corporate; or

(f)

any other event giving rise to a transmission of that share by operation of law,

(each, a Transmission Event), then that person may make an election in accordance with rule 14.5 either to be registered as the holder of that
share or to nominate another person to be registered as the holder of that share.
14.5

Manner of election
A person who makes an election under rule 14.4 must:
(a)

do so by notice in writing to the company;

(b)

produce such evidence as the board requires to prove that person’s entitlement to the share; and

(c)

in the case of an election nominating another person to be registered as the holder of that share, execute a transfer of the share to the
person so nominated or take such other action as the directors may require to enable that other person to be registered as the holder of the
share.

The provisions of this constitution applying to the transfer of shares generally apply to a transfer executed in accordance with this rule 14.5 as if
that transfer were a transfer effected by the person from whom the person making the election derives their entitlement to the share and as if the
event giving rise to the transmission of the share had not occurred.
14.6

Transfer executed before occurrence of Transmission Event
The directors may register or give effect to a transfer of a share executed by a member before the occurrence of a Transmission Event even if they
have notice of the Transmission Event.

15.

DIVIDENDS

15.1

Decision to pay dividends
Subject to the Corporations Act, this constitution and any rights or restrictions for the time being attached to any class or classes of shares:
(a)

the board may cause to be paid any dividend required to be paid under the terms of issue of any share;

(b)

the board may decide to pay any other dividend that appears to the board to be justified by the financial position of the company and may
decide that a dividend be paid on shares of one class but not another class, or at different rates for shares of different classes;
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(c)

if the board decides to pay a dividend, it may fix the amount of the dividend, the time for determining entitlements to the dividend and
the time for and method of payment of the dividend; and

(d)

the board may revoke a decision to pay a dividend if it appears to the board at any time before the dividend is paid that payment of the
dividend is no longer justified by the financial position of the company,

none of which requires confirmation at a general meeting.
15.2

Entitlements of fully paid and partly paid shares
Subject to this constitution and any rights or restrictions for the time being attached to any class or classes of shares on which a dividend is paid:

15.3

(a)

each share that is fully paid confers an entitlement to the full amount of the dividend decided by the board;

(b)

any share that is not fully paid confers an entitlement only to the proportion of the dividend decided by the board equal to the amount
paid up on the share divided by the total of all amounts paid and payable on the share;

(c)

for the purposes of rule 15.2(b), no amount credited as paid on a share without payment in money or other valuable consideration being
made to the company is taken to be paid up on the share and no amount paid on a share in advance of a call is taken to be paid up on the
share until the due date for payment of the call; and

(d)

if an amount is paid on a share during the period to which the dividend relates, the amount paid up on that share for the purposes of rule
15.2(b) is taken to be the amount paid up on the share at the start of the period plus such proportion of the additional amount paid up
during that period as is equal to the proportion of that period during which that additional amount was paid up.

Payment of dividends
(a)

Subject to this constitution, a dividend in respect of a share is payable:
(i)

to the person registered, or entitled to be registered under rule 13.4(a), as the holder of that share;

(ii)

if the board has fixed a time for determining entitlements to the dividend, at that time; and

(iii)

in any other case, on the date on which the dividend is paid,

and a transfer of a share that is not registered, or left with the company for registration under rule 13.3(b), on or before that time or date is
not effective, as against the company, to pass any right to the dividend.
(b)

The provisions of rule 21 apply to the payment of any dividend.
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15.4

No interest on dividends
Subject to rights attaching to any class of shares, no interest is payable by the company on a dividend.

15.5

Deductions from dividends
The board may deduct from any dividend payable to a member all sums presently payable by that member to the company on account of calls or
otherwise in relation to shares in the company and may apply the amount deducted against the amount so payable.

15.6

Available sources for payment of dividends
When deciding to pay a dividend, the board may direct payment of the dividend from any available source permitted by law, including:

15.7

(a)

wholly or in part by the distribution of specific assets including fully paid shares or other securities of the company or of any other body
corporate either generally or to specific members, in which case the provisions of rules 17.1 and 17.2 apply to any such distribution; and

(b)

subject to the Listing Rules, to particular members wholly or in part out of any particular fund or reserve or out of profits derived from
any particular source, and to the other members wholly or partly out of any other particular fund or reserve or out of profits derived from
any other particular source.

Scrip dividend
Subject to the Listing Rules, when deciding to pay a dividend, the board may determine to offer members entitled to the dividend the right to elect
to forego all or part of that dividend and to receive instead new shares credited as fully paid on such terms as the directors think fit. If the board
makes such a determination, it may decide at any time before such new shares are issued to withdraw the right to receive shares and to pay the
dividend in cash instead. Any such decision may be made before or after any election has been made by any member in respect of that dividend.

16.

RESERVES AND PROFITS

16.1

Reserves
The board may set aside out of the profits of the company such amounts as the directors think proper as a reserve, to be applied for any purpose
for which the profits of the company may be properly applied, and may appropriate to the company’s profits any amount previously set aside as a
reserve. Any amount set aside as a reserve is not required to be held separately from the company’s other assets and may be used by company or
invested as the board thinks fit.

16.2

Carry forward of profits
The board may carry forward any part of the profits of the company that it decides not to distribute as dividends without transferring those profits
to a reserve.
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16.3

Capitalisation of reserves and profits
Subject to the Listing Rules and any rights or restrictions for the time being attached to any class or classes of shares:

16.4

(a)

the board may resolve to capitalise all or part of any amount standing to the credit of any reserve account or the profit and loss account or
otherwise available for distribution to members;

(b)

the board may resolve to apply all or part of any amount so capitalised for the benefit of members in the proportions to which those
members would have been entitled in a distribution of that sum by way of dividend in paying up any amounts unpaid on shares held by
members or in paying up in full unissued shares or other securities to be issued to members as fully paid; and

(c)

if the board resolves to apply any amount for the benefit of members under rule 16.3(b):
(i)

the board must fix the time for determining entitlements to the application of that amount;

(ii)

if securities other than shares are to be issued to members under that resolution then rule 12.3 applies as if references in that rule
to shares included references to those other securities; and

(iii)

the board may do all other things necessary to give effect to that resolution.

Agreement on behalf of members
If any amount is applied for the benefit of members pursuant to a resolution under rule 16.3(b), the company may make, as agent of those
members, or the board may authorise any other person to make, as agent of those members, an agreement with the company under which those
members accept either or both of the payment by the company on their behalf of all or part of the amount unpaid on their existing shares or the
issue to them of new shares or other securities under the capitalisation. Any agreement made under this rule 16.4 is effective and binding on all the
members concerned.

17.

DISTRIBUTION OF ASSETS

17.1

Distribution by way of dividend or return of capital
If the board resolves to pay any dividend or return any capital to members by way of reduction of capital or share buy-back or otherwise wholly or
in part by way of distribution of specific assets (including fully paid shares or other securities of the company or of any other body corporate)
either generally or to specific members, the board may:
(a)

value the assets to be distributed in such manner as the directors think fit;

(b)

vest the assets in such trustees and on such trusts for the benefit of the members entitled to the distribution of those assets as the directors
think fit;

(c)

if the distribution of specific assets to a particular member or members is illegal or impracticable, determine to make cash payments in
lieu of that distribution;
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17.2

(d)

if members are entitled to fractions of a share or other security by reason of the distribution, determine to ignore fractional entitlements or
to make cash payments in lieu of fractional entitlements; and

(e)

settle any other matter regarding the distribution as the directors think fit.

Agreement on behalf of members
If the company distributes specific assets to any members, the company may make, as agent of those members, or the board may authorise any
other person to make, as agent of those members, an agreement with the company or any other person under which those members accept the
transfer of those assets and, in the case of a distribution of shares of a body corporate or securities of a trust, agree to become members of that
body corporate or holders of securities in that trust. No member is obliged to accept any shares, securities or other assets in respect of which there
is any liability.

17.3

Distribution of assets on a winding up
Subject to any rights or restrictions for the time being attached to any class or classes of shares, on a winding up of the company, the liquidator
may, with the sanction of a special resolution of the company, distribute among the members the whole or any part of the assets of the company
and may for that purpose:
(a)

decide how the assets are to be distributed as between the members or different classes of members;

(b)

value the assets to be distributed in such manner as the liquidator thinks fit; and

(c)

vest the whole or any part of any assets in such trustees and on such trusts for the benefit of the members entitled to the distribution of
those assets as the liquidator thinks fit.

No member is obliged to accept any shares, securities or other assets in respect of which there is any liability.
18.

INDEMNITY AND INSURANCE

18.1

Indemnity
To the maximum extent permitted by law (including, without limitation, the Corporations Act), the company must indemnify each person who is
or has been a director, secretary or other officer of the company or a wholly-owned subsidiary of the company against:
(a)

any liability incurred by the person in that capacity, other than a liability for legal costs covered under paragraphs (b) and (c) below;

(b)

all legal costs incurred in connection with, any civil, criminal, administrative or judicial proceedings or investigation in which that person
becomes involved as a result of holding that office; and

(c)

all legal costs incurred in good faith in obtaining legal advice on issues relevant to the performance of that person’s functions and the
discharge of that person’s duties as an officer of the company or a wholly-owned subsidiary of the company,

except to the extent that the person is otherwise entitled to be indemnified and is actually indemnified by another person, including under any
insurance policy.
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18.2

Extent of indemnity
The indemnity in rule 18.1 applies to liabilities and legal costs incurred both before and after adoption of this constitution and is enforceable by a
person:

18.3

(a)

without that person first having to incur any expense or make any payment; and

(b)

even though the person may have ceased to be an officer of the company or a wholly-owned subsidiary of the company.

Insurance
To the extent permitted by law, the company may pay or agree to pay a premium for a contract insuring a person who is or has been a director,
secretary or other officer of the company or a wholly-owned subsidiary of the company against liability incurred by the person in that capacity,
including a liability for legal costs.

18.4

Company may enter into contracts
The company may enter into a contract with a person who is or has been a director, secretary or other officer of the company or a wholly-owned
subsidiary of the company setting out the rights and obligations of that person and the company with respect to the matters referred to in rules 18.1
to 18.3. A contract entered into pursuant to this rule 18.4 may also include provisions requiring the company to make payments to that person by
way of advance of legal costs prior to the final disposition of the litigation, provided that such person provides an undertaking reasonably
acceptable in form and substance to the board for the repayment of such advances if it is ultimately determined by a court of competent
jurisdiction that such person is not entitled to indemnification and to give that person access to the accounting records and other books and
documents of the company.

18.5

Indemnity not exclusive
Nothing in rule 18.1:
(a)

affects any other right or remedy that a person to whom those rules apply may have in respect of any liability referred to in those rules;

(b)

limits the capacity of the company to indemnify or provide or pay for insurance for any person to whom those rules do not apply; or

(c)

limits or diminishes the terms of any indemnity conferred or agreement to indemnify entered into prior to the adoption of this
constitution.

19.

SEALS AND EXECUTION OF DOCUMENTS

19.1

Common seal
The company may have a common seal. If the company has a common seal:
(a)

the directors must provide for the safe custody of the common seal;
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19.2

(b)

it may also have a duplicate common seal; and

(c)

rule 19.2 applies in respect of the common seal and any duplicate common seal (and references in that rule to the common seal include
references to any duplicate common seal).

Use of common seal
The common seal may only be used with the authority of the board, or of a committee of the board which is authorised by the board to authorise
the use of the common seal. Every document to which the common seal is affixed must be signed by:

19.3

(a)

2 directors;

(b)

a director and a secretary; or

(c)

a director and another person appointed by the board to countersign that document or a class of documents in which that document is
included.

Share certificate sealing and signing mechanics
The directors may decide, either generally or in any particular case, that the common seal and the signature of any director, secretary or other
person is to be printed on or affixed to any certificate for shares by some mechanical or other means.

19.4

Execution of documents
Without limiting the ways in which the company can execute documents under the Corporations Act or otherwise, the company may execute a
document if the document is approved by the board for execution and is signed by:

19.5

(a)

2 directors;

(b)

a director and a secretary; or

(c)

any person or persons authorised by the board for the purposes of executing that document or the class of document to which that
document belongs (including any person or persons so authorised under a power of attorney given by the company in accordance with
this constitution).

Signing of cheques and receipts
The board may determine how cheques, promissory notes, bankers’ drafts, bills of exchange and other negotiable instruments must be signed,
drawn, accepted, endorsed or otherwise executed on behalf of the company and how receipts for money paid to the company must be signed or
otherwise executed.

20.

AUDIT, FINANCAL ACCOUNTS AND INSPECTION OF RECORDS

20.1

Audit
The financial statements of the company for each financial year must be audited by an auditor in accordance with Corporations Act. The auditor of
the company must be appointed and removed from time to time in accordance with the Corporations Act.
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20.2

Provision of financial statements
The board must cause the financial statements of the company to be prepared and provided to members as and when required by the Corporations
Act.

20.3

Inspection by members
Subject to the Corporations Act, the board may determine whether and to what extent, and at what time and places and under what conditions, the
accounting records and other books and documents of the company or any of them will be open to the inspection of members. A member does not
have the right to inspect any document of the company except as provided by law or this constitution or as authorised by the board or by the
company in general meeting.

20.4

Inspection by current and former officers
In addition to any rights given by law, each person who is or has been a director, secretary or other officer of the company may access the
accounting records and other books and documents of the company in accordance with the terms of any contract entered into under rule 18.4.

21.

PAYMENTS BY THE COMPANY

21.1

Method of payment
The company may pay any dividend or other amount payable to a member in respect of a share:
(a)

by cheque payable to the member (or in the case of joint holders, payable to the joint holder first named in the Register) or to any other
person that the member (or in the case of joint holders, all joint holders) may nominate by giving notice in writing to the company for this
purpose;

(b)

by any electronic funds transfer system to any account that the member (or in the case of joint holders, all joint holders) may nominate by
giving notice in writing to the company for this purpose; or

(c)

by any other means agreed between the company and the member (or in the case of joint holders, all joint holders).

The company may send any cheque referred to in rule 21.1(a) by post to the address of the member shown in the Register (or in the case of joint
holders, to the address in the Register of the joint holder first named in the Register) or to any other address that the member (or in the case of joint
holders, all joint holders) may nominate by giving notice in writing to the company for this purpose.
21.2

Persons entitled by transmission
The company may pay any dividend or other amount payable in respect of a share to any person entitled to the share as a result of a Transmission
Event as if:
(a)

the person were registered as the holder of that share; and

(b)

any address notified by the person to the company in writing for this purpose were the address of the person in the Register.
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21.3

Risk of payments
Each cheque and other payment made in accordance with rule 21.1 is made at the risk of the person or persons entitled to it and the company is not
responsible for any amount lost or any delay in the receipt of any payment if the payment is made in accordance with that rule.

21.4

Currency of payments
The board:
(a)

may determine to pay any dividend or other amount payable in respect of a share in a currency other than Australian dollars and to
convert the amount payable from Australian dollars to the currency of payment in such manner and at such exchange rate as the directors
think fit; and

(b)

in making any determination under rule 21.4(a) may differentiate between members as to the currency in which any payment referred to
in that rule is to be paid and may have regard to the registered addresses of members, any subregister or branch register on which shares
are registered and any other matters that they consider appropriate.

Payment in another currency of any amount converted under this rule 21.4 is as between the company and a member adequate and proper payment
of the amount payable.
21.5

Company unable to make payment
(a)

If at the time that any dividend or other amount becomes payable to a member:
(i)

the board has determined that payments will be made only by an electronic funds transfer system to an account nominated by the
member; and

(ii)

the member has not nominated any such account under rule 21.1(b),

then the company may pay the dividend or other amount into an account of the company to be held until the member notifies the
company in writing of a valid account into which the payment may be made by electronic funds transfer.
(b)

If at the time that any dividend or other amount becomes payable to a member:
(i)

the member does not have an address in the Register and has not nominated another address under rule 21.1; or

(ii)

the directors have reason to believe that the member is not known at the address for that member in the Register or at any other
address nominated by the member under rule 21.1,

then, unless the member has nominated an account under rule 21.1(b), the company may pay the dividend or other amount into an
account of the company to be held until the member notifies the company in writing of an address to which the payment may be sent by
cheque or an account into which the payment may be made by electronic funds transfer.
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21.6

Payment returned or rejected
If any cheque sent under rule 21.1(a) is returned to the company or if any electronic funds transfer made under rule 21.1(b) is refunded or rejected,
the company may pay the dividend or other amount into an account of the company to be held until the member notifies the company in writing of
an alternative address to which the payment may be sent by cheque or an alternative account into which the payment may be made by electronic
funds transfer.

21.7

21.8

Terms on which amounts held
(a)

An amount credited to an account under rule 21.5 or 21.6 is to be treated as having been paid to the member at the time it is credited to
that account.

(b)

The company is not a trustee of any amount paid into an account of the company under rule 21.5 or rule 21.6 and no member is entitled
to any interest on any such amount. Any amount paid into such an account may be used by company or invested as the directors think fit
or disposed of in accordance with the laws relating to unclaimed monies.

Reinvest unclaimed monies
(a)

If a cheque sent under rule 21.1(a) is not presented for payment for at least 11 calendar months after issue or an amount is held in an
account under rule 21.6 for at least 11 calendar months (an “Unclaimed Amount”), the board may reinvest the Unclaimed Amount, after
deducting reasonable expenses, into shares in the company on behalf of, and in the name of, the member concerned and may stop
payment on the cheque.

(b)

Shares acquired under rule 21.8(a) may be acquired on market or by way of new issue at a price the board accepts is market price at the
time. Any residual sum which arises from the reinvestment may be carried forward or donated to charity on behalf of the member, as the
board decides.

(c)

The company’s liability to provide the Unclaimed Amount is discharged by an application under this rule 21.8. The board may do
anything necessary or desirable (including executing any document) on behalf of the member to effect the application of an Unclaimed
Amount under this rule 21.8.

(d)

The board may determine other rules to regulate the operation of this rule 21.8 and may delegate its power under this rule 21.8 to any
person.

22.

NOTICES, DOCUMENTS AND OTHER COMMUNICATIONS

22.1

Meaning of communication
In this rule 22, a reference to a communication includes a reference to any notice or other document.

22.2

Communications by the company to members
The company may give any communication to a member:
(a)

by delivering it personally to the member;

(b)

by sending it to the address for the member in the Register or an alternative address nominated by the member by giving notice in writing
to the company for this purpose:
(i)

by ordinary post, if that address is in Australia; or
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(ii)

22.3

by airmail, if that address is outside Australia;

(c)

by sending it to a fax number nominated by the member by giving notice in writing to the company for this purpose;

(d)

by sending it to an email or other electronic address, or by any other means of electronic communication, nominated by the member by
giving notice in writing to the company for this purpose, in which case the company may give that communication to the member by
attaching a file containing it to, or by providing a URL link to it from, the email or other electronic communication; or

(e)

where a member does not have a registered address or the company believes that member is not known at the member’s registered
address, and the member has not nominated a fax number or email or other electronic address in accordance with paragraphs (c) or (d)
above, all notices are taken to be:
(i)

given to the member if the notice is exhibited in the company’s registered office for a period of 48 hours; and

(ii)

served at the commencement of that 48 hour period, unless and until the member informs the company of the member’s address.

Additional rule for notices of meeting
Without limiting rule 22.2, if a member nominates, by giving notice in writing to the company for this purpose:
(a)

an electronic means by which the member may be notified that notices of meeting are available; and

(b)

an electronic means the member may use to access notices of meeting,

the company may give the member notice of the meeting by notifying the member using the means referred to in 22.3(a) that the notice of meeting
is available and setting out how the member may use the electronic means referred to in rule 22.3(b) to access the notice of meeting.
22.4

Signature
A signature to any notice given by the company to a member under rules 22.2 or 22.3 may be printed or affixed by some mechanical, electronic or
other means.

22.5

Communications by the company to directors
The company may give any communication to a director or alternate director:
(a)

by delivering it personally to him or her;

(b)

by sending it by ordinary post to his or her usual residential address or any other address he or she has nominated by giving notice in
writing to the company for this purpose;
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22.6

(c)

by sending it to any fax number he or she has nominated by giving notice in writing to the company for this purpose; or

(d)

by sending it to an email address or other electronic address he or she has nominated by giving notice in writing to the company for this
purpose, in which case the company may give that communication to the director by attaching a file containing it to, or by providing a
URL link to it from, the email or other electronic communication.

Communications given by members to the company
Without limiting the any other way that a communication may be given to the company under the Corporations Act or this constitution, a member
may give any communication to the company:

22.7

(a)

by delivering it or sending it by ordinary post to the company’s registered office; or

(b)

if the company has specified any fax number, email address or other electronic address for the receipt of that any particular
communication, by sending it to that fax number, email address or other electronic address.

Communications given by directors to the company
A director or alternate director may give any communication to the company:

22.8

(a)

by delivering it or sending it by ordinary post to the company’s registered office; or

(b)

if the company has notified the directors of any fax number, email address or other electronic address for the receipt of communications
from the directors in that capacity, by sending it to that fax number, email address or other electronic address.

When communications taken to be received
A communication is taken to have been received:
(a)

if sent by ordinary post or airmail, on the day after it was put into the post;

(b)

if sent by fax, at the time shown in the transmission report as being the time at which the fax was sent;

(c)

if sent by email or other electronic communication under rule 22.2(d), at the time the email or other communication is sent;

(d)

if sent by email or other electronic communication under rule 22.5(d), 22.6(b) or 22.7(b) at the time the email or other communication is
sent or, if the recipient has previously notified the sender that it requires the sender to request electronic verification of the receipt of the
email or other electronic communication and such verification is able to be produced by the recipient’s system, when that verification is
received by the sender; and

(e)

in the case of a notice of meeting given to a member under rule 22.3, on the day after the day on which the member is notified that the
notice of meeting is available.
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22.9

Joint holders
The company may give a communication to the joint holders of a share by giving it in any way authorised by rule 22.1 to the joint holder whose
name first appears in the Register.

22.10

Persons entitled to shares by transmission
The company may give any communication to a person entitled to a share as a result of a Transmission Event:

22.11

(a)

by sending it to the person so entitled to any address, fax number, email address or other electronic address nominated by the person by
giving notice in writing to the company for this purpose; or

(b)

in any way that the communication could have been sent if the Transmission Event had not occurred.

Transferee of shares
A person who becomes entitled to any shares registered in the name of a member as a result of a transfer of those shares is taken to have received,
and is bound by, every communication given to the member in accordance with this rule 22 before that person’s name and address is entered in the
Register in respect of those shares.
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SCHEDULE 1
B CLASS SHARE TERMS
1.

Creation of B Class Shares
The company may issue a B class share to each Founder Holder in accordance with, and subject to, the terms of issue set out in this Schedule 1.

2.

No dividend rights
Each B class share does not confer on its holder any right to receive dividends.

3.

4.

Return of capital
(a)

In the event of a return of capital, liquidation or winding up of the company, a B class share shall not confer on its holder any right to
participate pro rata in any distribution of profits and assets of, and any proceeds received by, the company in excess of the total amount of
capital paid-up by that holder upon issue of such B class share.

(b)

A sale of all or substantially all of the assets of the company shall be deemed to be a liquidation of the company for the purposes of
paragraph 3(a).

No right to bonus issue or capitalisation of profits
Each B class share does not confer on its holder any right to a bonus issue or capitalisation of profits determined by the board to be granted to the
holder of any other class of shares in the company.

5.

Voting rights
At a general meeting of the company (and at any separate class meeting of the holders of B class shares) and in respect of any members’ resolution
and in all other cases where members of the company may exercise voting rights, such holder is entitled to fifteen (15) votes for every fully paid
ordinary share held by that holder (or its Affiliates) at the Record Time.
Other than as set out in this Schedule 1, each holder of a B class share will have all of the rights held by holders of ordinary shares in relation to
voting by members, including the right to vote pari passu with holders of ordinary shares.

6.

Information
Each B class share gives its holder the same rights as the holder of an ordinary share to receive notices, reports and accounts and to attend and
speak at general meetings of the company and to receive any other document sent by the company to its members.
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7.

8.

Transfer rights
(a)

B class shares are not transferable by the holder (other than to an Affiliate (as defined in paragraph 11) of that holder).

(b)

If any person, trust or corporation to whom a holder of a B class share (or an Affiliate) (“Original Transferor”) has transferred any B
class share in accordance with paragraph 7(a) ceases to be an Affiliate of the Original Transferor at any time:
(i)

that Original Transferor must immediately procure that person, trust or corporation immediately transfers each relevant B class
share back to the Original Transferor (who must purchase each relevant B class share); and

(ii)

all rights attaching to each B class share held by that person will be suspended until the transfer back to the Original Transferor
has been completed.

Redemption by the Company
Each B class share held by a holder will be redeemed by the company for $1.00 per B class share upon the earliest to occur of the following
circumstances:

9.

10.

(a)

that holder (or its Affiliate or Founder in respect of such holder) ceases to be a director due to voluntary retirement in accordance with
rule 4.5(a) of this constitution;

(b)

the transfer of any B class share by that holder (or an Affiliate) to another person in breach of paragraph 7 (which is unremedied within
20 Business Days);

(c)

the liquidation or winding up of the company; or

(d)

the date which is 12 years after the date upon which the company becomes first listed on a recognised stock exchange.

Executive director nomination right
(a)

Each Founder Holder (or its Affiliate) who holds a B class share shall be entitled to designate a nominee for election to the board
(“Founder Director”), and the company shall include such designees as nominees for election to the board at all applicable general
meetings at which directors are to be elected. The Founder Director shall also be entitled to remain in an executive office of the company,
subject to the terms of any employment or service contract between the relevant Founder Director and the company (or a related body
corporate of the company).

(b)

A Founder Director will automatically cease to be a director, and must be immediately removed as a director, if that Founder Director is
removed as a director where required under the Corporations Act or this constitution.

Other rights and restrictions
Other than as set out in this Schedule 1 or as expressed in this constitution in relation to a B class share, each B class share carries the same rights
and restrictions as an ordinary share.
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11.

Definitions
For the purposes of this Schedule 1:
(a)

“Affiliate” means, in relation to a holder:
(i)

a person that Controls or is Controlled by that holder;

(ii)

a related body corporate of that holder; or

(iii)

a trust of which the trustee is the same person that Controls that holder or is an entity which is Controlled by that holder;

(b)

“Control” means the possession, directly or indirectly, of the power to direct the management, decision-making or policies of a person
(whether through the ownership of voting securities, directorship positions, contract or otherwise), including within the meaning provided
in section 50AA of the Corporations Act;

(c)

“Founder” means:

(d)

(i)

in respect of Awassi 1, William Roberts; and

(ii)

in respect of Awassi 2, Daniel Roberts; and

“Founder Holder” means:
(i)

Awassi Capital Holdings 1 Pty Ltd ACN 629 820 499 (as trustee for the Awassi Capital Trust #1) (“Awassi 1”); and

(ii)

Awassi Capital Holdings 2 Pty Ltd ACN 629 819 978 (as trustee for the Awassi Capital Trust #2) (“Awassi 2”).
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SCHEDULE 2
PREFERENCE SHARE RIGHTS
1.

Dividend rights
Each preference share gives the holder a right to receive a dividend:

2.

(a)

at the rate or of the amount, which in either case may be fixed or variable, decided by the board under the terms of issue;

(b)

which ranks for payment in priority to the payment of any dividend on the ordinary shares;

(c)

which ranks for payment in relation to the payment of any dividend on the shares in any other class of shares as decided by the board
under the terms of issue; and

(d)

which is cumulative only if and to the extent the board decides under the terms of issue, and which is otherwise non-cumulative.

Further rights to participate in profits
In addition to the rights to receive a dividend, each preference share may participate with the ordinary shares in the distribution of profits of the
company if and to the extent that the board decides under the terms of issue.

3.

Rights to accrued dividends on winding up or redemption
Each preference share gives its holder the right in a winding up or, in the case of a redeemable preference share, on redemption, to payment of the
amount of any dividend accrued but unpaid on the share at the date of winding up or redemption, as applicable, in priority to the ordinary shares
and with the same priority in relation to shares in any other class of shares as applies in relation to payment of the dividend, unless otherwise
provided for in the terms of issue.

4.

Rights to additional amounts on winding up or redemption
Each preference share gives its holder the right in a winding up or, in the case of a redeemable preference share, on redemption, to payment of any
amount decided by the board under the terms of issue (which may include repayment of some or all of the amount paid or taken to be paid on issue
of the share):

5.

(a)

which ranks for payment in priority to payments on the ordinary shares; and

(b)

which ranks for payment in relation to payments on the shares in any other class of shares as decided by the board under the terms of
issue.

Rights to bonus issue or capitalisation of profits
If and to the extent the board decides under the terms of issue, a preference share may give its holder a right to a bonus issue or capitalisation of
profits in favour of holders of that class of preference shares only.
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6.

No other rights to participate in profits or assets of the company
Unless otherwise decided by the board under the terms of issue, a preference share does not give its holder any right to participate in the profits or
assets of the company except as set out in this Schedule 2.

7.

Voting rights
Each preference shares gives its holder the right to vote at any general meeting of the company in the following circumstances:
(a)

on any proposal:
(i)

to reduce the share capital of the company;

(ii)

that affects rights attached to the preference share;

(iii)

to wind up the company; or

(iv)

for the disposal of the whole of the property, business and undertaking of the company;

(b)

on a resolution to approve the terms of a buy-back agreement;

(c)

during a period in which a dividend or part of a dividend on the preference share is in arrears; or

(d)

during the winding up of the company; or

(e)

in any other circumstances in which the Listing Rules requires holders of preference shares to be entitled to vote,

but does not give any right to vote at any general meeting of the company in any other circumstances unless otherwise decided by the board at the
time of issue. The holder of a preference share who is entitled to vote in respect of that share under this Schedule 2 is, on a poll, entitled to the
greater of one vote per preference share or such other number of votes specified in, or determined in accordance with, the terms of issue for the
preference share.
8.

Information
Each preference share gives its holder the same rights as the holders of ordinary shares to receive notices, reports and accounts and to attend and
speak at general meetings of the company.

9.

Redeemable preference shares
In the case of a redeemable preference share, the company must redeem the share, pay the amount payable on redemption of the share or otherwise
deal with the redemption, in accordance with the terms of issue.
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10.

Convertible shares
Any ordinary shares arising on the conversion of a convertible preference share in accordance with the terms of its issue will, at the time of
conversion and without any further act, have the same rights as, and rank equally with all other fully paid ordinary shares on issue, except to the
extent that the terms of issue of the convertible preference share provide otherwise in relation to dividends paid on ordinary shares after
conversion.
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SCHEDULE 3
CALLS ON SHARES
1.

Terms of issue
The board may, when the company issues shares, determine that calls on shares issued to members are to be payable at different times and in
different amounts.

2.

Board’s power to make calls
Subject to the terms on which any shares are issued and the Listing Rules, the board may:

3.

(a)

make calls on the members in respect of any amount unpaid on their shares which is not by the terms of issue of those shares made
payable at fixed times;

(b)

require a call to be paid by instalments; or

(c)

revoke or postpone a call.

Time of call
A call is taken to made at the time specified in the resolution of the board authorising the call or, if no such time is specified, at the time that the
resolution is passed.

4.

Notice of calls
The company must give notice of a call to each member upon whom the call is made at least 10 Business Days (or any longer period required by
the Listing Rules) before the amount called is due to be paid specifying the amount of the call, the time for payment and the manner in which
payment must be made. The non-receipt of a notice of a call by, or the accidental omission to give notice of a call to, any member does not
invalidate the call.

5.

Liability for calls
Each member must pay to the company at the time and in the manner specified in the notice of call the amount called on the member’s shares. The
joint holders of a share are jointly and severally liable to pay all calls in respect of the share.

6.

Fixed instalments taken to be calls
If the terms of issue of a share require an amount to be paid in respect of the share at a fixed date, the amount so payable must be treated under this
constitution as if a call for that amount had been made in accordance with this constitution in such a way that the call is payable on that fixed date
(and all provisions of this constitution relating to non-payment of calls apply equally to any non-payment of the amount required to be paid on that
date).

7.

Reimbursement of payments
(a)

If the company becomes liable for any reason under a law to make a payment:
(i)

in respect of shares held solely or jointly by a member;
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(ii)

in respect of a transfer or transmission of shares by a member;

(iii)

in respect of dividends, bonuses or other amounts due or payable or which may become due and payable to a member; or

(iv)

in any other way for, on account of or relating to a member,

paragraphs 7(b) and 7(c) apply, in addition to any right or remedy the company may otherwise have.
(b)

(c)

(d)

8.

The member or, if the member is dead, the member’s legal personal representative, must:
(i)

fully indemnify the company against that liability;

(ii)

on demand reimburse the company for any payment made; and

(iii)

pay interest on the unpaid part of the amount payable to the company under paragraph 7(b)(ii) from the date of demand until the
date the company is reimbursed in full for that payment, at a rate determined under paragraph 8.

The board may:
(i)

exempt a share from all or part of this paragraph 7; and

(ii)

waive or compromise all or part of any payment or interest due to the company under this paragraph 7.

Any amount payable to the company under this paragraph 7 is taken to be a debt due to the company and must be treated as if a call for
that amount had been made in accordance with this constitution in such a way that the call is payable on the date on which the demand for
payment under this paragraph 7 is made by the company (and all provisions of this constitution relating to non-payment of calls apply
equally to the debt).

Interest, cost and expenses
If any amount called or otherwise payable to the company in respect of a share is not paid before or on the day appointed for payment, then unless
the board determines otherwise, the person from whom the amount is due must pay:
(a)

interest on the amount from the day appointed for its payment to the time of actual payment at the rate of 5% above the Reference Rate,
or such lower rate as may be fixed by the board; and

(b)

all reasonable costs and expenses incurred by the company by reason of non-payment or late payment of the sum.

Any interest payable under this paragraph 8 accrues daily and may be capitalised monthly or at such other intervals as the board decides.
9.

Prepayments of calls
The board may accept from a member the whole or a part of the amount unpaid on a share even if that amount has not been called, in which case:
(a)

the amount accepted is to be treated as a loan to the company, not as share capital of the company until the date on which the amount is
payable under a call;
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10.

(b)

the amount is not to be taken into account in determining an entitlement to vote or the amount of any dividend in respect of any share;

(c)

the board may authorise payment by the company of interest on the whole or any part of an amount so accepted until the amount becomes
payable, at a rate, not exceeding the Reference Rate or 5%, as may be agreed between the board and the member paying the amount; and

(d)

the board may repay any amount so accepted at any time until the amount becomes payable.

Proceedings to recover calls
(a)

In a proceeding to recover a call, or an amount payable due to the failure to pay or late payment of a call, proof that:
(i)

the name of the defendant is entered in the register as the holder or one of the holders of the share on which the call is claimed;

(ii)

the resolution making the call is recorded in the minute book; and

(iii)

notice of the call was given to the defendant complying with this constitution,

is conclusive evidence of the obligation to pay the call and it is not necessary to prove the appointment of the board who made the call or
any other matter.
(b)

In paragraph 10(a), defendant includes a person against whom the company alleges a set-off or counterclaim, and a proceeding to recover
a call or an amount is to be interpreted accordingly.
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SCHEDULE 4
LIENS ON SHARES
1.

Lien on shares generally
The company has a first and paramount lien on every share for:

2.

(a)

all amounts payable in respect of the share which have been called or which are payable at a fixed time and have become due (including
all interest payable to the company in respect of the unpaid amount under the terms of this constitution);

(b)

all amounts that the company has been called on by law to pay and has paid in respect of the share; and

(c)

all reasonable costs and expenses incurred by the company in respect of such amounts.

Lien in respect of loans under employee incentive scheme
To the extent permitted by the Corporations Act and any other applicable law, the company has a first and paramount lien on every share
registered in the name of a member for all amounts which remain payable to the company by that member under loans made to the member to
acquire shares under an employee incentive scheme, provided that the company will not provide any loans to a member who is a director, officer
or key management personnel in relation to the company to the extent that such loan would not be permitted by applicable law.

3.

Lien on dividends and distributions
The company’s lien on a share extends to all dividends and other distributions payable in respect of the share. The directors may retain those
dividends or distributions and may apply them in or towards satisfaction of all amounts due to the company in respect of which the lien exists.

4.

Exemption and release from lien
The directors may determine either generally or in any particular case to exempt a share from the provision of this Schedule 4. The company’s lien
on a share is released if a transfer of that share is registered without the company giving notice of the lien to the transferee.

5.

Protection of lien
The board may do anything necessary or desirable (to the extent permitted by law) to protect any lien, charge or other right to which the company
is entitled under this constitution or under any law.

6.

Enforcement of lien
If an amount is due and payable by a member in respect of a share on which the company has a lien then:
(a)

the company may give notice to the member (or any other person entitled to the share by reason of the death or bankruptcy of the
member) demanding payment of that amount and giving notice of intention to sell the share if such payment is not made; and
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(b)
7.

if the amount set out in the notice is not paid within 10 Business Days after the notice has been given by the company, the company may
sell the share to such person, on such terms and in such manner as the directors think fit.

Completion of sale under lien
To give effect to a sale of shares under paragraph 6, the company may:
(a)

take any action that may be required to move those shares from one part of the Register to another or to convert those shares from
uncertificated form to certificated form; and

(b)

execute a transfer of the shares and execute all other documents and take all other steps necessary or desirable to transfer the shares to the
relevant buyer; and

(c)

receive any consideration given for the shares sold.

The buyer is not bound to see to the application of any consideration provided for the shares nor will the buyer’s title to the shares be affected by
any irregularity or invalidity in connection with the sale.
8.

Application of proceeds of sale

(a)

The proceeds of a sale made under a lien must be applied by the company in payment of, first, the expenses of the sale, and, second, the amount
due and payable in respect of the shares sold, and any residue must be paid to the person who was entitled to the shares immediately before the
sale in accordance with the provisions of rule 21.

(b)

Until the proceeds of a sale of a share sold by the company are claimed or otherwise disposed of according to law, the board may invest or use the
proceeds in any other way for the benefit of the company.

9.

Continuing liability
If the net proceeds of a sale made under a lien are less than the sum of all amounts due and payable in respect of the shares sold, the person whose
shares have been sold must pay that shortfall amount to the company.

10.

Remedy limited to damages
The remedy of a member in respect of the sale of any shares under this Schedule 4 is expressly limited to a right of action in damages against the
company to the exclusion of any other right, remedy or relief against any other person.
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SCHEDULE 5
FORFEITURE AND SURRENDER OF SHARES
1.

Notice requiring payment of call
If a member fails to pay a call or instalment of a call on or before the day appointed for payment, the board may, at any time while any part of the
call or instalment remains unpaid, give notice to the member requiring payment of the unpaid amount, together with any accrued interest and all
costs and expenses incurred by the company incurred as a result of the non-payment. The notice must:
(a)

specify another day (being no earlier than 10 Business Days after the date of the notice) on or before which the payment required by the
notice is to be made;

(b)

specify the manner in which payment must be made; and

(c)

state that, if payment is not made in the manner specified on or before the date specified, the shares in respect of which the call was made
are liable to be forfeited,

and, if the shares to which the call relates are officially quoted on an Exchange, must contain all other information required by the Listing Rules.
2.

Forfeiture of shares
If the requirements of a notice served under paragraph 1 have not been complied with in respect of any share then the board may at any time
before the payment required by the notice has been made pass a resolution forfeiting that share together with all dividends and other distributions
declared on that share but not paid or distributed before the forfeiture.

3.

Notice of forfeiture
If any share is forfeited, notice of the forfeiture must be given to the member in whose name the share was registered immediately before the
forfeiture and the fact of the forfeiture and the date of forfeiture must be entered immediately in the Register. Failure by the company to give such
notice or to enter the forfeiture on the Register does not invalidate the forfeiture.

4.

Consequences of forfeiture
A person whose shares have been forfeited:
(a)

ceases to be a member in respect of the forfeited shares at the time and on the date of the passing of the board resolution approving the
forfeiture and has no claims or demands against the company in respect of those shares;

(b)

loses all rights and entitlements to dividends and other distributions on the shares except as provided in this constitution; and

(c)

remains liable to pay to the company all money that, at the date of forfeiture, was payable by that person to the company in respect of the
forfeited shares and must pay interest on the amount unpaid at the rate of 5% above the Reference Rate, or such lower rate as may be
fixed by the board, from the date of forfeiture to the date of payment.
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5.

Company’s power to deal with forfeited shares
Subject to the Corporations Act and the Listing Rules, a forfeited share becomes the property of the company and the board may:

6.

(a)

sell, re-issue or otherwise dispose of a forfeited share to such person, on such terms and in such manner as the directors think fit; or

(b)

cancel a forfeited share in accordance with the provisions of the Corporations Act and the Listing Rules.

Completion of sale, reissue or other disposal after forfeiture
To give effect to a sale, reissue or other disposal of shares under paragraph 5 the company may:
(a)

take any action that may be required to move those shares from one part of the Register to another or to convert those shares from
uncertificated form to certificated form;

(b)

execute a transfer of the shares and execute all other documents and take all other steps necessary or desirable to transfer or dispose of
those shares to the relevant transferee; and

(c)

receive any consideration given for the shares sold or disposed of.

The transferee of the shares is not bound to see to the application of any consideration provided for the shares nor will the transferee’s title to the
shares be affected by any irregularity or invalidity in connection with the forfeiture, sale or disposal of the shares.
7.

Application of proceeds of sale, reissue or other disposal
The proceeds of a sale, reissue or other disposal made after forfeiture must be applied by the company in payment of, first, the expenses of the
sale, reissue or other disposal, and, second, the satisfaction of any liability to the company in respect of the forfeited shares, and any residue must
be paid to the person entitled to the shares immediately before forfeiture in accordance with the provisions of rule 21.

8.

Revival of rights
On completion of a sale, reissue or other disposal of shares under paragraph 6, the rights which attach to the share which were extinguished under
paragraph 4 revive.

9.

Evidence of forfeiture
A written statement by a director or a secretary of the company that a share in the company has been:
(a)

duly forfeited under paragraph 2; or

(b)

duly sold, reissued or otherwise disposed of under paragraph 5(a) on a date stated in the statement is conclusive evidence of the facts
stated as against all persons claiming to be entitled to the share, and of the right of the company to forfeit, sell, reissue or otherwise
dispose of the share.
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10.

Surrender of shares
The board may accept the surrender of any share which they are entitled to forfeit on any terms that they think fit and any share so surrendered
may be dealt with in the same manner as a forfeited share.

11.

Board discretion
The board may:

12.

(a)

exempt a share from all or part of this Schedule 5;

(b)

subject to the Listing Rules, waive or compromise all or part of any payment due to the company under this Schedule 5; or

(c)

before a forfeited share has been sold, reissued or otherwise disposed of, cancel the forfeiture on the conditions it decides.

Remedy limited to damages
The remedy of a member in respect of the sale of any shares under this Schedule 5 is expressly limited to a right of action in damages against the
company to the exclusion of any other right, remedy or relief against any other person.
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SCHEDULE 6
PROPORTIONAL TAKEOVER BIDS
1.

Resolution required for transfer under proportional takeover bid
Subject to paragraph 7 but despite any other provision of this constitution, a transfer of shares or other securities in the company giving effect to a
contract resulting from acceptance of an offer made under a proportional takeover bid must not be registered unless and until a resolution
approving the bid is passed or taken to be passed in accordance with paragraph 6.

2.

Board’s obligations where offers made under proportional takeover bid
If offers are made under a proportional takeover bid for any class of shares or other securities in the company, the board must:

3.

(a)

either convene a meeting of the persons entitled to vote on the approving resolution in accordance with paragraph 4 or conduct a postal
ballot of all persons entitled to vote on the approving resolution in accordance with paragraph 5; and

(b)

ensure that the approving resolution is voted on at that meeting or by means of that ballot before the day that is 14 days before the last
day of the bid period.

Persons entitled to vote
The only persons entitled to vote on the approving resolution are those persons (other than the bidder or any associate of the bidder) who, as of the
end of the day on which the first offer under the proportional takeover bid was made, held shares or other securities of the company in the bid
class. Each person who is entitled to vote is entitled to one vote for each share or other security in the bid class held by that person at that time.

4.

Procedure for meeting
If the board determines under paragraph 2(a) to convene a meeting of persons entitled to vote on the approving resolution, then, subject to
paragraph 3, that meeting must be convened and conducted, as if it were a general meeting of the company convened and conducted in accordance
with this constitution and the Corporations Act with such modifications as the board determines are required in the circumstances.

5.

Procedure for ballot
If the board determines under paragraph 2(a) to conduct a postal ballot of persons entitled to vote on the approving resolution, then:
(a)

notice of the postal ballot and a personalised ballot paper specifying the name of the person entitled to vote must be sent to all persons
entitled to vote on the resolution not less than 14 days before the date specified in the notice for closing of the postal ballot, or such lesser
period as the board determines;

(b)

the notice must contain the text of the approving resolution and specify the date for closing of the ballot, may specify circumstances in
which and the process by which a postal ballot may be revoked and may contain such other information as the directors think fit;
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(c)

6.

a postal ballot is only valid if the ballot paper is duly completed and:
(i)

if the person entitled to vote is an individual, signed by the individual or a duly authorised attorney; or

(ii)

if the person entitled to vote is a corporation, executed under seal or as permitted by the Corporations Act or by a duly
authorised officer or duly authorised attorney;

(d)

a postal ballot is only valid if the ballot paper and the power of attorney or other authority, if any, under which the ballot paper is signed
or a certified copy of that power or authority is or are received by the company before close of business on the date specified in the notice
of postal ballot for closing of the postal ballot at the company’s registered office or at such other place as is specified for that purpose in
the notice of postal ballot; and

(e)

the non-receipt of a notice of postal ballot or ballot paper by, or the accidental omission to give a notice of postal ballot or ballot paper to,
a person entitled to receive them does not invalidate the postal ballot or any resolution passed under the postal ballot.

When approving resolution passed or rejected
If an approving resolution is voted on in accordance with this Schedule 6 then it is to be taken to have been passed if more than 50% of the votes
cast on it are in favour of it and otherwise is taken to have been rejected. If an approving resolution has not been voted on in accordance with this
Schedule 6 by the end of the day that is 15 days before the last day of the bid period, then an approving resolution is taken to have been passed.

7.

When proportional takeover rules cease to have effect
The provisions of this Schedule 6 cease to have effect if:
(a)

the provisions in this Schedule 6 have not been renewed in accordance with the Corporations Act, on the day which is 3 years after the
date on which those provisions were adopted by the company; and

(b)

if those provisions have been renewed in accordance with the Corporations Act, on the day which is 3 years after the date on which those
rules were last renewed.
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Exhibit 5.1
CLIFFORD CHANCE
LEVEL 16, NO. 1 O'CONNELL STREET
SYDNEY NSW 2000
AUSTRALIA
TEL +612 8922 8000
FAX +612 8922 8088
www.cliffordchance.com

To:

Iris Energy Limited
Level 21, 60 Margaret Street
Sydney, NSW 2000
Australia

Our ref: 21-41016128
Direct Dial: +61 (0)2 8922 8054
E-mail: reuben.vanwerkum@cliffordchance.com
24 November 2021

Ladies and Gentlemen
RE: Iris Energy Limited – Initial Public Offering
We have acted as Australian legal advisers to Iris Energy Limited ACN 629 842 799 (the "Company"), an Australian public
company having its registered office at Level 21, 60 Margaret Street Sydney, NSW 2000 Australia, in connection with the
preparation and filing by the Company on the date hereof with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (the
"Commission") of a Registration Statement (the "Registration Statement") on Form S-8 under the Securities Act of 1993, as
amended (the "Securities Act") in respect of the issuance of up to 7,049,003 ordinary shares, no par value, of the Company (the
"Shares"), which may be issued pursuant to the Company’s 2021 Executive Director Long-term Target Option Plan (the “2021
EDLTO Plan”), the 2021 Executive Director Liquidity and Price Target Option Plan (the “2021 EDLPT Plan”), the 2021 NonExecutive Director Option Plan (the “2021 NED Plan”) or the 2021 Employee Option Plan (the “2021 Option Plan”) (together
the "Plans") in accordance with the terms and conditions of the applicable Plans (the "Plan Rules"). This opinion is being
furnished in connection with the requirements of Item 601(b)(5) of Regulation S-K under the Act, and no opinion is expressed
herein as to any matter pertaining to the contents of the Registration Statement or related prospectus, other than as expressly
stated herein with respect to the issue of the Shares.
LIABILITY LIMITED BY A SCHEME APPROVED UNDER PROFESSIONAL STANDARDS LEGISLATION.

CLIFFORD CHANCE
1.

INTRODUCTION

1.1

Interpretation

Headings in this Opinion Letter are for ease of reference only and shall not affect its interpretation.
1.2

Legal review

We have not reviewed any documents other than the documents listed in Schedule 1 (the "Documents") for the purposes
of this Opinion Letter, and this Opinion Letter does not purport to address any legal issues that arise in relation to such
other documents that may be or come into force, even if there is a reference to any such documents in the Documents or
on the impact such documents may have on the opinions expressed in this Opinion Letter.
1.3

Applicable law

The opinions given in this Opinion Letter are confined to, and given on the basis of, Australian law as currently applied
by the Australian courts as evidenced in legislation and published case law in Australia.
The opinions given in this Opinion Letter are given on the basis that it is governed by and construed in accordance with
the laws of New South Wales, Australia and will be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts of News South Wales,
Australia.
1.4

Assumptions and Reservations

The opinions given in this Opinion Letter are given on the assumptions set out in Schedule 2 (Assumptions). The
opinions given in this Opinion Letter are strictly limited to the matters stated in paragraph 2 (Opinions) and do not extend
to any other matters.
2.

OPINIONS

We are of the opinion that the Shares, once (i) duly registered on the books of the transfer agent and registrar therefor in
the name or on behalf of the purchasers and (ii) fully paid and issued in accordance with the terms of the Constitution,
Plan Rules and board resolutions to be passed by the Company, will be validly issued, fully paid-up and non-assessable.
3.

SCOPE OF OPINION

The delivery of this Opinion Letter to any person other than the Company does not evidence an existence of any such
advisory duty on our behalf to such person.
The filing of this Opinion Letter as an exhibit to the Registration Statement does not evidence the existence of any such
advisory duty or on behalf to any party other than the Company.
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We have not considered and do not opine on the Registration Statement or/and any securities law disclosure requirements,
other than as expressly stated herein with respect to the issue of the Shares.
We express no opinion as to any taxation matters or transfer pricing matters generally or liability to tax which may arise
or be suffered as a result of or in connection with the Plans or on the impact which any tax laws may have on the opinions
expressed in this Opinion Letter.
We express no opinion on any applicable licensing or similar requirements.
This Opinion Letter does not contain any undertaking to update it or to inform the Company of any changes in the laws of
Australia or any other laws which would affect the content thereof in any manner.
4.

ADDRESSEE AND PURPOSE

This Opinion Letter is provided in connection with the Registration Statement. It may not be supplied, and its contents
may not be disclosed, to any other person other than as an exhibit to (and therefore, together with) the Registration
Statement and may not be relied upon by or disclosed to any other person, company, enterprise or institution, except your
legal advisers, or used for any other purpose other than in connection with the Registration Statement. We hereby consent
to the filing of this Opinion Letter as an exhibit to the Registration Statement and to the use of our name under the
heading “Legal Matters” of the Registration Statement as regards certain legal matters as to Australian law. In giving such
consent we do not thereby admit that we are in the category of persons whose consent is required under Section 7 of
the Securities Act.
Yours faithfully,
/s/ Clifford Chance LLP
CLIFFORD CHANCE
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SCHEDULE 1
DOCUMENTS
For the purpose of this Opinion Letter, we have examined the following documents (the “Documents”):
1.

Constitutional Documents
(a)

2.

Registration Certificate
(a)

3.

a copy of the Company's constitution adopted on 7 October 2021 and in force as at the date of this Opinion Letter ("Constitution").

a copy of the Company's registration certificate dated 23 November 2021.

Registration Statement
(a)

the Company's Registration Statement on Form S-8 (dated 23 November 2021) filed with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission
under the Securities Act of 1993, as amended.
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SCHEDULE 2
ASSUMPTIONS
The opinions expressed in this Opinion Letter have been made on the following assumptions which are made on the date of this
Opinion Letter.
1.

ORIGINAL AND GENUINE DOCUMENTATION
(a)

All signatures are genuine, all original documents are authentic and all copy documents are complete and conform to the originals.

(b)

The legal capacity of all managers and directors and any other authorised signatories and the Documents have been executed (where
applicable) by the signatories indicated thereon.

(c)
2.

3.

All statement of facts contained in the Documents are accurate and complete.

VALID OBLIGATIONS
(a)

All obligations under the Plan Rules are valid, legally binding upon, validly perfected where required, and enforceable against, the parties
to the Plan Rules as a matter of all relevant laws (including the laws of Australia).

(b)

All acts, conditions or things required to be fulfilled, performed or effected in connection with the Plan Rules under the laws of any
jurisdiction (other than Australia but only to the extent opined herein) have been duly fulfilled, performed and effected.

(c)

There are no provisions of the laws of any jurisdiction other than Australia that would adversely affect the opinions expressed in this
Opinion Letter.

CORPORATE MATTERS
(a)

There have been and there shall be no amendments to the Constitution.

(b)

Board resolutions passed by the Company shall be validly taken and all statements made therein shall be true, accurate and up-to-date.

(c)

Once taken, board resolutions passed by the Company, including the powers granted therein, shall not be amended or rescinded and shall
remain in full force and effect.

(d)

The Shares shall be issued in accordance with the Plan Rules, Constitution and board resolutions to be passed by the Company.
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(e)

The Company is not subject to an insolvency event as a matter of Australian law, including any bankruptcy, arrangement with creditors,
reorganisation, receivership, voluntary administration, dissolution or liquidation or any similar procedure affecting the rights of creditors
generally, whether under Australian law or any other law.

(f)

That all shareholders of the Company being in the same situation are being treated equally (including in relation to provision of
information to shareholders by the Company).

(g)

The entry into, the execution of the Plan Rules is in the corporate interest of the Company.

(h)

The Plan Rules are entered into with bona fide commercial intent, at arm’s length and without any fraudulent intent or any intention to
deprive of any benefit any other persons or parties (including creditors) or to breach or circumvent any applicable mandatory laws or
regulations of any jurisdiction.
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Consent of Independent Registered Public Accounting Firm
Iris Energy Limited
Sydney, NSW, Australia
We hereby consent to the incorporation by reference in this Registration Statement on Form S-8 of our report dated September
30, 2021, except for the effects of the reverse stock split discussed in Note 2 which is dated November 8, 2021, with respect to
the audits of the consolidated financial statements of Iris Energy Limited as of and for the years ended June 30, 2021 and June 30,
2020, which report appears in the Prospectus included in the Registration Statement on Form F-1 (No. 333-260488) and Form 8A (No. 333-41072).
We also consent to the reference to us under the heading “Experts” in such Registration Statement.
/s/ ArmaninoLLP
Dallas, Texas

November 23, 2021

Exhibit 99.1

NED Option Plan

Iris Energy Pty Ltd
ACN 629 842 799
Date: 28 July 2021

NED Option Plan Rules
The rules of this NED Option Plan are set out in this document.
An offer of Options is made to an Eligible Person in an Application Deed provided by the Company. This document should be
read with that Eligible Person’s Application Deed. In this document:
•

Section 1 sets out how this NED Option Plan is administered. Essentially the Board administers the NED Option Plan, and is responsible for the
terms of each Application Deed.

•

Section 2 deals with the mechanics of vesting. An Option must vest before an Optionholder can exercise the Option (exercise of Options is
addressed in Section 5).

•

Rule 2(e) provides that Options must be exercised during the Exercise Period.

•

Section 3 addresses what happens if an Eligible Person ceases to be a director of the Company.

•

Section 4 addresses the restrictions that can be placed on the Disposal of Options.

•

Sections 6, 7 and 8 relate to a sale of the Company or a Listing.

The remainder of the document contains procedural provisions in relation to the NED Option Plan. Definitions are set out at the
end of the document.

1.

Administration

Administration of NED Option Plan and delegation
a)

The NED Option Plan is to be administered by the Board.

b) The Board may delegate some or all of its powers in administering this NED Option Plan to a sub-committee of the Board.
c)

Subject to these Rules, the Board or any sub-committee appointed to administer this NED Option Plan shall have the power, in its sole
discretion:
1.

to select the persons to participate in the NED Option Plan (these are referred to as Eligible Persons)

2.

to determine the terms and conditions set out in any Application Deed, including but not limited to:
A. the number of Options the subject of the Application Deed
B. the purchase price for those Options
C. any trustee or nominee holding arrangements required to be entered into in connection with those Options
D. the vesting and Disposal restrictions applying to those Options, and
E. the manner in which the Application Deed may be returned to the Company and accepted.

3.

to amend any offer related to any Option before Options are issued

4.

to determine appropriate procedures, regulations and guidelines for the administration of the NED Option Plan, and

5.

to take advice in relation to the exercise of any of its powers or discretions under these Rules.

Calculations and adjustments
(d) Any calculations or adjustments which are required to be made by the Board or any sub-committee of the Board, in connection with this NED
Option Plan will, in the absence of manifest error, be final and conclusive and binding on all Eligible Persons and Optionholders.

Absolute discretion
(e) Where these Rules provide for a determination, decision, declaration or approval of the Board or any sub-committee of the Board, such
determination, decision, declaration or approval may be made or given by the body in its absolute discretion.

Powers to be exercised by the Board
(f) Any power or discretion which is conferred on the Board by these Rules may be exercised by the Board in the interests, or for the benefit, of the
Company and the Board is not under any fiduciary or other obligation to any other person.

2.

Issue and Vesting of Options

Issue of Options and what vesting conditions may be set
a)

Subject to the conditions of the Application Deed, if an Eligible Person returns a duly completed Application Deed, the Company must (subject
to obtaining the waiver or approval of shareholders of the Company in accordance with the Constitution, Shareholders’ Agreement and the
Corporations Act (if required)):
(1) issue the number of Options which corresponds with the number of Options the Eligible Person is entitled to apply for, free from any
Security Interest;
(2) issue to the Optionholder an option certificate for those Options and enter the Optionholder into the Company’s option register; and
(3) lodge with the Australian Securities & Investments Commission (or equivalent regulatory body) the relevant forms to reflect the issue
of the relevant number of Options (if applicable).

b) An Application Deed may specify any:
(1) vesting conditions, or
(2) other vesting events

which must be satisfied before an Option vests.
c)

The Board may, in its discretion, determine or vary any:
(1) vesting conditions, or
(2) other vesting events

in respect of any Option.

Options only vest if vesting conditions/events satisfied
d) An Option will only vest on the occurrence or satisfaction of the condition or other vesting events specified in respect of that Option as provided
under the Application Deed.

How to exercise an Option
e)

An Optionholder may exercise an Outstanding Option during the Exercise Period, by:
(1) giving to the Company a signed Exercise Notice, and
(2) paying the Exercise Price multiplied by the number of Options being exercised.

f)

3.

An Optionholder cannot exercise an Option that is not an Outstanding Option.

Treatment of Options for Leavers

When a person becomes a Leaver and what the Board can do
a)

For the purposes of this rule 3, an Optionholder is a “Leaver” if:
(1) the Eligible Person ceases to be a director of the Company; or
(2) where the Eligible Person’s appointment pursuant to the Director Appointment Agreement has not commenced by the Start Date (as
defined in the Director Appointment Agreement) and the Eligible Person and the Company have not reached agreement (evidenced in
writing) on a new commencement date.

b) Where an Optionholder becomes a Leaver (Trigger Event), the Board may, in its absolute discretion, exercise the rights below in relation to the
Options.
c)

If a Trigger Event occurs in relation to an Optionholder, the Board may in its absolute discretion, and without any time restraint:
(1) serve a notice in writing on the Leaver (Lapse Notice), advising the Leaver that all or some of his or her Unvested Options have lapsed on
the date specified in the Lapse Notice;
(2) serve a notice in writing on the Leaver (Transfer Notice), requiring the Leaver transfer some or all of their Unvested Options (Unvested
Transfer Options), and the Eligible Person must procure that the Optionholder immediately offers all of its Unvested Transfer Options for
sale to any person nominated by the Board, including:
A. other existing or new shareholders in the Company;
B. to any other Eligible Person or their nominee;
C. the Company or a nominee of the Company;

D. to an entity approved by the Board for the purpose of holding the Unvested Transfer Options temporarily with the purpose of
transferring such Unvested Transfer Options to Eligible Persons or their nominees in the future;
E. to any other entity approved by the Board; or
F.

any combination of the above, as the Board determines in its absolute discretion.

(such person (or persons) for the purposes of this rule 3 refers to the transferee on the terms of sale set out in
this rule 3.
(3) serve a notice in writing on the Leaver (Leaver Exercise Notice), requiring the Optionholder to exercise all of their Vested Options (Vested
Transfer Options) within two (2) months of such notice.

The Leaver must, as applicable, transfer the Unvested Transfer Options in accordance with the Transfer
Notice and/or exercise the Vested Transfer Options in accordance with the Leaver Exercise Notice and is
deemed to appoint the directors of the Company as its attorney for these purposes. For the avoidance of
doubt, the provisions of the power of attorney contained in an Application Deed signed by the Eligible
Person and the Optionholder (as applicable), apply for the purposes of this rule; or
(4) allow the Leaver to retain some or all of his or her Options

or any combination of the above, as the Board determines in its absolute discretion.
d) The price for the Unvested Transfer Options pursuant to rule 3(c)(2) will be for nil consideration.
e)

4.

Completion of the sale of the Unvested Transfer Options must occur on the date determined by the Board in its absolute discretion and notified
to the Leaver with at least 20 business days’ notice.

Disposal

What restrictions can be placed on a sale of Options?
a)

In addition to the restrictions set out in this NED Option Plan, an Application Deed may specify restrictions on the Disposal of any Option.

b) Notwithstanding anything else in this NED Option Plan or an Application Deed, a legal or beneficial interest in an Option may not be Disposed
of without the prior written consent of the Board.

No Disposal before Exit Event
c)

Unless otherwise consented to by the Board in writing and notwithstanding any other provision in this NED Option Plan or an Application
Deed, a legal or a beneficial interest in an Option may not be Disposed of until after:
(1) where a Listing occurs, the earlier of:
A. the date that is one hundred and eighty (180) days following the Listing; and
B. the expiration of any underwriter imposed lock-up in connection with the Listing; and
(2) in the case of any other Exit Event, the occurrence of that Exit Event.

Overriding restriction on Disposal in first 3 years
d) Unless an Optionholder disposes of an Option or an Option Share under an arrangement which meets the requirements in section 83A-130 of
the Tax Act, a legal or a beneficial interest in an Option or an Option Share may not be Disposed of until the earlier of:
1) 3 years after the issue of the Option or such earlier time as the Commissioner of Taxation allows in accordance with section 83A-45(5) of
the Tax Act; and
2) where the Optionholder becomes a Leaver (as defined in rule 3(a)).

5.

Issue of Ordinary Shares in respect of the exercise of Outstanding Options

Rights attaching to Option Shares issued to Optionholders on exercise of Outstanding Options
a)

Subject to rule 5(c), if an Optionholder exercises Outstanding Options, the Company must:
(1) issue the number of Ordinary Shares which corresponds with the number of Outstanding Options exercised, free from any Security
Interest;
(2) issue to the Optionholder or a trustee or nominee to hold on bare trust for that Optionholder (if determined by the Board or nominated by
the Optionholder) a share certificate for those Ordinary Shares and enter the Optionholder into the Company’s share register; and
(3) lodge with the Australian Securities & Investments Commission (or equivalent regulatory body) the relevant forms to reflect the issue of
the relevant number of Option Shares (if applicable).

b) All Option Shares issued on exercise of Options in accordance with this rule 5 will:
(1) be issued as fully paid;
(2) be free of any Security Interests; and
(3) rank equally in all respects with the other Ordinary Shares on issue in the Company as at the date of issue and be subject to the terms of the
Constitution and Shareholders’ Agreement (if any).

Shareholders’ Agreement
c) Despite anything else in this NED Option Plan, where there is a Shareholders’ Agreement in place, unless the Board otherwise determines, no
Optionholder may receive any Option Shares upon the exercise of Outstanding Options, unless:
(1) the Optionholder first executes and delivers to the Company a document (in the form prescribed by the Board) pursuant to which the
Optionholder accedes to, and becomes bound by, the terms of the Shareholders’ Agreement; or
(2) the Optionholder is already a party to the Shareholders' Agreement.
d) The Eligible Person and Optionholder acknowledge and agree that the Constitution, Shareholders’ Agreement, Director Appointment Agreement
and Application Deed apply to Option Shares (with appropriate modifications such that reference to Shares will be taken to include references to
Option Shares and references to Shareholders will be taken to include references to holders of Option Shares).

6.

Procedure on Exit Event

What happens if there is a listing or sale of the Company or its business?
(a) On or prior to an Exit Event, the Board may, in its absolute discretion:
(1) where there is a Reconstruction as part of the Exit Event:
(A) provide for the grant of new options in substitution of some or all of the Options on a like for like basis, by the New Holding
Entity or any Related Body Corporate of the New Holding Entity;
(B) arrange for some or all of the Options to be acquired by the New Holding Entity or any Related Body Corporate of the New
Holding Entity in exchange for their Fair Market Value on the date of completion of the Reconstruction;
(2)

buy back or cancel some or all of the Options (whether vested or not) in exchange for their Fair Market Value; or

(3)

take the following steps:
(A) notify an Optionholder of the number of Options that will vest as a result of the Exit Event occurring;

(B) make appropriate arrangements to ensure that such Options and all other Outstanding Options are able to be exercised on or
prior to the Exit Date; and
(C) use reasonable endeavours to ensure that the Option Shares issued at or about the time of an Exit Event are accorded the same
rights and receive the same benefits in relation to the Exit Event as pre-existing Ordinary Shares,

or take any combination of the above steps.
Company may require Options to be exercised or lapse if an Exit Event is to occur
(b) If:
(1)

the Company expects an Exit Event to occur; or

(2)

an Exit Event not anticipated by the Company does occur,
then the Company may, by notice to all Optionholders, require that all Outstanding Options (including those Options vesting under rule
6(a)(3)) either be exercised:

(3)

on or before the Exit Date pertaining to the relevant Exit Event; or

(4)

in the case of an unanticipated Exit Event, a date after the Exit Date for that event, or if they are not exercised to lapse on a date
specified by the Board.

The provisions of any Shareholders' Agreement in force from time to time will govern the rights and obligations of the
Optionholder with respect to Options Shares in relation to an Exit Event.

7.

Listings
Each Eligible Person and Optionholder agrees and represents that:

8.

(a)

in the event that a Listing is proposed by the Board, it will do all things and provide all assistance as is reasonably required by the
Company in connection with the actual or proposed Listing, including, if required by the Company, entering into an underwriting,
escrow or offer management agreement or similar agreement on market terms; and

(b)

if, as part of the Listing, the Eligible Person’s or Optionholder’s Shares or the shares such person holds in the IPO Entity (as
applicable) (together, the Listing Shares) are subject to the Listing Rules (including, without limitation, if the Eligible Person’s or
Optionholder’s Listing Shares are “restricted securities” for the purpose of the Listing Rules), each Eligible Person or Optionholder
will hold and deal with its Listing Shares in accordance with the Listing Rules.

Reorganisation Event
(a)

Subject to this rule 8, the NED Option Plan continues to apply in full force and effect despite any Reorganisation Event.

9.

(b)

If any Reorganisation Event occurs before all Options capable of vesting in favour of the Optionholder have vested in favour of that
Optionholder, the Company will procure that the terms of the NED Option Plan are varied in such a way as determined by the Board in
its absolute discretion, which neither disadvantages nor advantages that Optionholder nor adversely effects the rights of the other
holders of Shares, to account for the effect of the Reorganisation Event.

(c)

Each Optionholder and Eligible Person agrees to any such variations to the NED Option Plan.

No effect

NED Option Plan does not impact on directorship
(a)

This NED Option Plan does not form any part of any contract of appointment of directorship between a Company Group Member and an
Eligible Person.

(b)

Nothing in this NED Option Plan:
(1)

confers on an Eligible Person any right to continue as a director of a Company Group Member;

(2)

affects the rights which a Company Group Member or any other person may have to remove an Eligible Person from office;
or

(3)

may be used to increase any compensation or damages in any action brought against a Company Group Member or any other
person in connection with the removal from office of an Eligible Person.

Option does not give the right to new issues of Options, to vote as a Shareholder
(c)

An offer under this NED Option Plan will be in respect of a single grant of Options and does not entitle an Eligible Person to participate
in any subsequent grants.

(d)

Subject to the Constitution, the Corporations Act and the Shareholders’ Agreement, an Option confers on an Eligible Person or an
Optionholder:
(1)

voting rights in respect of Option Shares;

(2)

the right to participate in new issues of Shares or other equity securities of the Company;

(3)

the right to attend or vote at any general meeting or other meeting of holders of any Shares or other equity securities of the
Company;

(4)

the right to receive any dividends or other distributions or to receive or otherwise participate in any returns of capital from the
Company; or

(5)

the right to participate in a liquidation or winding up of the Company,

as if the Options were exercised and Option Shares issued to the Optionholder.

10.

General
(a)

The Company is not responsible for any duties or taxes which may become payable by the Optionholder or their Eligible Person in
connection with the issue of Options or any other dealing with the Options or in relation to the Option Shares.

(b)

Subject to rule 1, the NED Option Plan and these Rules may be amended from time to time by resolution of the Board subject to the
requirements from time to time of the Corporations Act. Any such amendment however, must not adversely affect the rights of Eligible
Persons or Optionholders in respect of Options granted prior to such amendment without the consent of those Eligible Persons and
Optionholders (as applicable), unless such amendment is required by, or necessitated by, law.

(c) Each Eligible Person and Optionholder agrees that it will complete and return to the Company such other documents as may be required by
law to be completed by the Eligible Person or Optionholder from time to time in respect of the transactions contemplated by the NED
Option Plan, or such other documents which the Company reasonably considers should, for legal, taxation or administrative reasons, be
completed by the Eligible Person or Optionholder in respect of the transactions contemplated by the NED Option Plan.
(d)

(e)

The Company may, in its sole discretion:
(1)

make offers under this NED Option Plan to Eligible Persons who reside outside of Australia; and

(2)

make regulations for the operation of this NED Option Plan which are not inconsistent with these Rules to apply to Eligible
Persons who reside outside of Australia.

Any notice regarding the Options will be sent to the registered address of the referable Optionholder as recorded in the register of
Optionholders maintained by the Company.

(f) This NED Option Plan is governed by and shall be construed in accordance with the laws of the state where the Company is incorporated.

11.

Definitions and interpretation

Definitions
The meanings of the terms used in these Rules are set out below.
Term

Meaning

Application Deed

The application deed under which an Eligible Person offered participation in the NED Option Plan by or on behalf of the Board
makes application (either in their own capacity or through the Optionholder) to apply for the Options on the terms offered.

Term

Meaning
Where an Eligible Person is offered participation in the NED Option Plan with respect to more than one issue of Options, each
discrete issue of Options shall be documented under a separate Application Deed on the terms specific to that particular issue.
Under such circumstances, a reference to “Application Deed” shall refer to each individual Application Deed on a several basis.

Board

the board of directors of the Company.

Business Sale

a sale to a third party purchaser of all (or substantially all) of the assets and business undertaking of the Company Group
(including by way of a sale of shares of the Company’s directly or indirectly owned Subsidiaries) provided that no sale or transfer
undertaken to effect a corporate reorganisation of any of the Company Group will constitute a Business Sale.

Commissioner of
Taxation

the office of Commissioner of Taxation created by section 4 of the Taxation Administration Act 1953 (Cth).

Company

Iris Energy Pty Ltd ACN 629 842 799.

Company Group

the Company and each Subsidiary (if any) from time to time.

Company Group
Member

any member of the Company Group.

Constitution

the constitution of the Company from time to time.

Corporations Act

the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth).

Director
Appointment
Agreement

the director appointment agreement between the Company and the Eligible Person.

Dispose

in relation to a Share or Option:
1

sell, assign, buy-back, redeem, transfer, convey, grant an option over, grant or allow a Security Interest over;

Term

Meaning
2

enter into any swap arrangement, any derivative arrangements or other similar arrangement;

3

any attachment or assignment for the benefit of creditors against any company or appointment of a custodian, liquidator or
receiver of any of its properties, business or undertaking, but shall not include transfer by way of testamentary or intestate
succession; or

4

otherwise directly or indirectly dispose of a legal, beneficial or economic interest in the Share or Option,

(and Disposal has a corresponding meaning).

Eligible Person

any contractor or director (or prospective contractor or director) of one or more Company Group Members selected by the Board
to participate in the NED Option Plan.

Exercise Notice

a notice substantially in the form of Schedule 1.

Exercise Period

in relation to an Option, the period commencing on the date the Option becomes a Vested Option and ending on the Expiry Date.

Exercise Price

in respect of an Option the exercise price determined by the Board and included in the Application Deed giving rise to that
Option, as amended pursuant to the terms of this NED Option Plan.

Exit Date

each of:
1

in respect of a Listing, the date of admission of the IPO Entity to the official list of ASX Limited or any other recognised
stock exchange;

2

in respect of a Share Sale, the date on which the parties complete the sale and purchase of the Shares; or

3

in respect of a Business Sale, the date of the first distribution to Shareholders arising from the Business Sale,

or any such other date as nominated by the Board as the Exit Date.

Exit Event

each of:
1

a Listing;

2

a Business Sale; or

3

a Share Sale.

Term

Meaning

Expiry Date

with respect to an Option, the earlier of:
1

the date on which the Option lapses under rules 3 or 6(b); and

2

the date which is 10 years from the date the Option is granted under this NED Option Plan pursuant to the Application
Deed.

Fair Market Value

as of any date, the fair market value of an Option, as determined by the Board in good faith on such basis as it deems appropriate
and applied consistently with respect to all Options.

IPO Entity

a member of the Company Group or a special purpose vehicle formed for the purpose of a Listing which directly or indirectly
(including through one or more interposed entities) owns at least 50% per cent (based on earnings) of the business of the
Company Group.

Listing

an initial public offering and/or direct listing of an IPO Entity to the official list of ASX Limited or any other recognised stock
exchange.

Listing Rules

the ASX Listing Rules and any other rules of ASX Limited which apply to an entity while it is a listed entity (or the rules of any
other recognised stock exchange (if applicable)), each as amended or replaced from time to time, except to the extent of any
express written waiver by ASX Limited (or any other recognised stock exchange (if applicable)).

NED Option Plan

the non-executive director option plan constituted by these Rules, as amended from time to time.

New Holding Entity an entity in which equity securities are issued in exchange for Shares as part of a Reconstruction.

Option

an option, issued under this NED Option Plan, to acquire a newly issued Ordinary Share, as a result of an offer and duly
completed Application Deed by an Eligible Person.

Term

Meaning

Optionholder

the Eligible Person, or the person or entity nominated by the Eligible Person (as applicable), registered in the Company’s register
of Optionholders as the holder of Options from time to time in accordance with the Application Deed.

Option Share

an Ordinary Share issued as a result of the exercise by an Optionholder of its Options.

Ordinary Shares

fully paid ordinary shares in the capital of the Company with such rights and obligations as set out in the Constitution.

Outstanding Option a Vested Option which has not been exercised and has not lapsed.

Reconstruction

the reconstruction of the Company involving holders of Shares exchanging those Shares for equity securities in a New Holding
Entity such that the equity security holders of the New Holding Entity are, or after the reconstruction become, the same or
substantially the same as the former holders of Shares.

Related Body
Corporate

has the meaning given in the Corporations Act.

Reorganisation Eventany one or more of the following:
1

a distribution of cash or securities by way of a return of capital;

2

a share split, consolidation or other similar action in respect of the share capital of the Company; or

3

any other internal reorganisation, recapitalisation, reclassification or similar event with respect to the share capital of the
Company.

Rules

these terms and conditions, as amended from time to time.

Security Interest

an interest or power:
1

reserved in or over an interest in any asset including any retention of title; or

2

created or otherwise arising in or over any interest in any asset under a security agreement, a bill of sale, mortgage, charge,
lien, pledge, trust or power,

Term

Meaning
by way of, or having similar commercial effect to, security for the payment of a debt, any other monetary obligation or the
performance of any other obligation, and includes, but is not limited to:
3

any agreement to grant or create any of the above; and

4

a security interest within the meaning of section 12 of the Personal Property Securities Act 2009 (Cth).

Share Sale

the sale by Shareholders (in one transaction or a series of connected transactions) to a third party purchaser of all of the issued
Shares provided that no sale or transfer undertaken to effect a corporate reorganisation of any of the Company Group will
constitute a Share Sale.

Shareholder

a person who is the registered holder of a Share.

Shareholders’
Agreement

any shareholders’ agreement of the Company in force (and as amended or replaced from time to time).

Shares

shares in the capital of the Company with such rights and obligations as set out in the Constitution.

Subsidiary

has the meaning given in the Corporations Act.

Tax Act

the Income Tax Assessment Act 1997 (Cth).

Unvested Options

has the meaning given in the Application Deed.

Vested Options

has the meaning given in the Application Deed.

Interpretation
In these Rules, unless the context otherwise requires:
(a)

headings and guidance notes are for convenience only and do not affect the interpretation of these Rules;

(b)

the singular includes the plural and vice versa;

(c)

the word person includes a firm, a body corporate, an unincorporated association and an authority;

(d)

a reference to any statute, ordinance, code or other law includes regulations and other instruments under, and consolidations,
amendments, re-enactments or replacements of, any of them;

(e)

a reference to a document includes an amendment or supplement to, or replacement or novation of, that document;

(f)

a reference to a person includes a reference to the person’s executors, administrators, successors, substitutes (including, without
limitation, persons taking by novation) and assigns;

(g)

an agreement, representation or warranty on the part of or in favour of two or more persons binds or is for the benefit of them jointly
and severally;

(h)

if a period of time is specified and dates from a given day or the day of an act or event, it is to be calculated exclusive of that day;

(i)

a reference to a currency is a reference to Australian currency unless otherwise indicated;

(j)

where a word or phrase is given a particular meaning, other parts of speech and grammatical forms of that word or phrase have
corresponding meanings;

(k)

specifying anything after the words ‘including’ or ‘for example’ or similar expressions does not limit what else is included; and

(l)

a reference to time is a reference to the time in the capital city of the state where the Company is incorporated.

Schedule 1
Option Exercise Notice
I,
(the "Optionholder") being the registered holder of the Outstanding Options
specified below, elect to exercise those Outstanding Options pursuant to rule 5 of the NED Option Plan in respect of
Iris Energy Pty Ltd ACN 629 842 799 (“Company”).
Outstanding Options being exercised:
Total number of Outstanding Options being exercised ……………………………………………………...
Exercise Price:
Exercise Price per Outstanding Option ………………………………………………………………………..
Total Exercise Price ………………………………………………………………………………

I agree to be bound by the provisions of the Constitution and the Shareholders’ Agreement, upon being issued Option
Shares.
Signed by the Optionholder:

……………………………………………………………………

Date: ………………………………………………………………………………………………

[Director name]
[Director address]

[Date]

Dear [Director]
Offer under NED Option Plan
You are invited to participate in the non-executive director option plan of Iris Energy Limited (formerly known as Iris Energy
Pty Ltd) ACN 629 842 799 (Company) on the terms set out in this Application Deed and the NED Option Plan.
Capitalised terms in this letter have the meaning given to them in the NED Option Plan.

NED Option Plan

the Company’s non-executive director option plan dated 28 July 2021, as amended from time to time in accordance
with its terms

Number of Options

[insert number] (Unrestricted Options)
[insert number] (Restricted Options)
Total Options refers to the sum of the Unrestricted Options and the Restricted Options

Exercise Price

[insert exercise price] per Option

Issue Date

[insert]

Vesting dates and conditions

For the purposes of the NED Option Plan, where a Trigger Event (as defined in the NED Option Plan) has occurred:
•
•

“Unvested Options” means the Total Options less the “Vested Options” (defined immediately below)
“Vested Options” means:
o
the number of days between the Trigger Event and the Start Date (as defined in the NED Option
Plan); divided by
o
1,825; multiplied by
o
the Restricted Options; plus
o
the Unrestricted Options.

For all other purposes of the NED Option Plan:
•
•

“Unvested Options” means during the time periods listed in the table below, the corresponding % of
Restricted Options under the column ‘Unvested Options’; and
“Vested Options” means during the time periods listed in the table below, the corresponding % of
Restricted Options under the column ‘Vested Options’, plus the Unrestricted Options.
Time Period
prior to Issue Date + 3yrs
Issue Date +3 yrs to Issue Date
+4yrs
Issue Date +4 yrs to Issue Date
+5yrs
Issue Date +5 yrs onwards

Unvested Options (% of
Restricted Options)
100.00%
66.67%

Vested Options (% of Restricted
Options)
0.00%
33.33%

33.33%

66.67%

0.00%

100.00%

Provided that the “Vested Options” in all circumstances under this Application Deed shall never exceed the Total
Options (or be less than nil).

Restrictions on disposal

3 years from the Issue Date

Other terms

the rights and obligations which apply to Options, including in relation to vesting, disposal and forfeiture, are
specified in the NED Option Plan. The NED Option Plan governs the Options that are issued to you

The Company considers that this offer of Options will qualify to access the ‘start-up’ tax concessions in the tax legislation. On
that basis:
•
•
•
•

you will not be taxed on grant, vesting or exercise of the Options;
you will only be taxed on transfer of the Option Shares or Options;
for capital gains tax (CGT) purposes, the Option Shares you receive on exercise of the Options will be deemed to have been acquired on the day
the Options are granted; and
any gain or loss you make on disposal of the Option Shares or Options will be assessed under the CGT rules. Provided you were granted the
Options at least 12 months prior to disposing of the Option Shares or Options, you should be entitled to apply the CGT discount to reduce the
gain, after applying any current or prior year capital losses.

You are encouraged to obtain your own independent professional legal and financial product advice in relation to your
participation in the NED Option Plan, prior to accepting this offer.
You are not required to pay any consideration in relation to your acceptance of this offer or the Company issuing the Options to
you.
You may accept this offer by returning to the Company a signed copy of the Application Deed attached to this letter as
Attachment 1.
Yours sincerely
[Name]
[Title]

Attachment 1
Application Deed
To:

The Board, Iris Energy Limited ACN 629 842 799 (the ‘Company’)

[Director] of [Address] (the “Eligible Person” and “Optionholder”); applies for the Options offered under the Company’s NED
Option Plan.
[Director entity] (the “Optionholder”)], apply for the Options offered under the Company’s NED Option Plan.
Eligible Person and Optionholder acknowledge that the Company has advised Eligible Person and Optionholder to seek
independent legal and financial advice in relation to the NED Option Plan and that it is advisable that Eligible Person and
Optionholder obtain their own separate independent legal and financial advice in relation to the NED Option Plan.
Eligible Person and Optionholder acknowledge that they have read and agree to be bound by the terms of the NED Option Plan.
Eligible Person and Optionholder irrevocably appoint each director from time to time of the Company severally as their attorney
(Attorney) only to the extent necessary to satisfy their obligations under and to give effect to the NED Option Plan. Each
Attorney has the power to:
(a)

execute under hand or under seal and deliver (conditionally or unconditionally) any document in a form and of substance as the Attorney thinks
fit;

(b)

complete any blanks in any document

(c)

amend or vary any document as the Attorney thinks fit (including but not limited to, amending or varying the parties), and execute under hand or
seal and deliver (conditionally or unconditionally) any document which effects or evidences the amendment or variation;

(d)

do anything which in the Attorney’s opinion is necessary, expedient or incidental to or in any way relates to:
(1)

any document referred to in (a) and (c) above; or

(2)

any transaction contemplated by any document referred to in (a) and (c) above;

(e)

do anything which ought to be done by myself under any document to which Eligible Person and Optionholder are a party (including, without
limitation in relation to clauses 3 (Treatment of Options for Leavers), 6 (Procedure on Exit Event), 7 (Listings) and 8 (Reorganisation Event) of
the NED Option Plan); and

(f)

do any other thing (whether or not of the same kind as the above) which in the Attorney’s opinion is necessary, expedient or desirable to give
effect to the provisions of this deed and the NED Option Plan.

Eligible Person and Optionholder acknowledge that each Attorney may exercise the powers of an Attorney under this deed even
if the Attorney benefits from the exercise of that power.

Eligible Person and Optionholder undertake to ratify and confirm any act of each Attorney in exercise of the powers of attorney
under this deed.
This deed is governed by and shall be construed in accordance with the laws of the state where the Company is incorporated.
Executed as a deed
Signed sealed and delivered by
[Eligible Person]
as the Eligible Person and Optionholder
sign here ►
print name
in the presence of
sign here ►
Witness
print name
Signed sealed and delivered by
[Optionholder]
as the Optionholder
sign here ►
Company Secretary/Director
print name
sign here ►
Director
print name

